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In an attempt to simulate a production system a typi-
cal company was assumed, and mathematical models of its 
functions were structured to form a total model. This 
model was programmed into an IBM 360/50 computer. A pro-
gram which included seasonal trends and random requirements 
for various departments was designed that would evaluate 
all the available alternatives and output the two best pro-
duction schedules such that operating costs would be mini-
mized and the company labor force would remain nearly con-
stant. These schedules detail the manpower requirements by 
week, department, line, job and shift. 
To accommodate the seasonal trends, various forms of 
production leveling are programmed into schedule alterna-
tives. To allow for the randomness of the needs of various 
departments an unusual two-week production scheduling 
period was introduced into the model. The program was then 
simulated and the desired results were obtained. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
From the beginning of time, the human race has made 
slow but steady progress towards gaining a knowledge of 
their surroundings, and using. this knowledge to improve 
their life style. But man's curiosity and thirst for new 
knowledge brought about a desire to increase his horizons 
at a much faster pace. Because of this desire, and through 
the aid of many inventive ideas, the computer was born to 
help serve this purpose. It was this dawning of the com-
puter age that sparked a new evolution in the operation of 
both the scientific and business communities, and afforded 
giant strides to be made in many different areas. Since 
the birth of the computer, man has put his imagination to 
work again to more fully utilize the computational speed 
and accuracy of such equipment and advantageously use its 
great memory capacity. The applicability of the computer 
to simulation was quickly recognized and it has become an 
important tool of operation researchers and management 
Scl.·entl..'sts.(l) I th 1 t 1 · n e as severa years many compan1.es 
across the nation have utilized the computer's great memory 
capabilities and computational speed by incorporating it 
into their Management Information Systems (MIS) . A major 
portion of these systems has been used to handle production 
scheduling and inventory control. Because of the repeti-
tive and monotonous nature of the process of comparing the 
infinite number of alternatives at hand in production 
scheduling, the computer can handle the job more accurately 
and with much greater speed than man. By using computer-
ized inventory control, the process of manually counting 
inventories can be totally eliminated, and inventory ac-
counts can be instantly available at the touch of a finger-
tip. This thesis deals primarily in production scheduling 
though there are various overlaps in the inventory control 
area. 
The program model in this thesis has been structured 
towards facilitating a soap powder production and packaging 
factory, however, it could handle similar layouts with mod-
erate modifications. The program would be run every two 
weeks. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Management Science is the broad term used to cover 
such fields as production management, inventory control, 
and information handling networks. It is a way of helping 
a manager understand his environment, predict what will 
happen in it as it operates, and possibly control it. The 
science deals with both short and long range problems. ( 2 ) 
Production management includes such areas as job shop 
and production line scheduling, order of processing, etc. 
Although production management has been around in a crude 
form sin.ce the earliest of days, it was Adam Smith's Wealth 
of Nations, published in 1776 that first gave the theory 
and practice of production management. The next step in 
3 
the field did not take place until the early 1900's, when 
Frederick Taylor applied and expanded many of Smith's sug-
gestions. Nearly everything else done has been done since 
Taylor began his work. F. W. Harris formulated the economic 
lot size in 1915, Walter Shewhart revolutionized statistical 
sampling for quality control in 1930, and L.H.C. Tippett 
developed work sampling techniques soon after. ( 3 ) 
When the manufacturing industries realized the poten-
tial of combining data processing with its planning and in-
formation systems great difficulties were encountered. 
First, most programmers knew little of manufacturing, and 
most manufacturing oriented people knew little of 
programming. The combination of talents were rare, and 
most companies were unwilling to incur the expense of 
properly training employees in the area in which their 
education was lacking. Secondly, terminologies in the two 
fields were conflicting. The main problem was that the 
manual production scheduling in operation was in many cases 
done by intuition and no set order was apparent. Since the 
computer requires definite lines of flow to accomplish its 
task, the data processing could hardly be meshed with the 
manufacturing operations. Although improvements have been 
made, many of these problems still remain unsolved in some 
companies. (4 ) 
In establishing a production scheduling model, a fore-
casting technique must be decided upon to predict future 
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needs. There are two major kinds of forecasting techniques: 
(1) simple moving average models where the forecast is based 
upon an average of a given number of periods' demand with 
equal weight given to the demand from each period, (2) 
exponential smoothing models where past demand values can be 
discarded and the most weight is given to the demand of the 
more current periods. The multi-period simple moving 
average forecasting model proved to be equal or superior to 
all other models tested by Adam, Berthot, and Riley, and the 
development of the model is not very difficult. They have 
suggested that the model at least be considered when search-
ing for an appropriate model. (S) In order to support the 
simple trend method of forecasting product demand it must be 
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assumed that: (1) past trends will continue, (2) extraneous 
factors and disturbing elements will not be present, (3) 
population will continue to grow at a steady rate, (4) con-
sumers' tastes for the products considered will not change 
radically because of the introduction of substitute prod-
ucts, (5) cheaper raw materials will not be discovered, 
(6) moderately high levels of employment and income will be 
maintained, (7) normal trade relations with other countries 
will be maintained, (8) there will be no serious distur-
bances of the economy by war or serious depression. ( 6 ) This 
technique was quite adaptable to the medium range planning 
necessary in this thesis, where one foresees the next six to 
eighteen months before detailing the weekly schedule, <7 > and 
was selected for use in this thesis. 
In creating a production control model a good system of 
planning and control will strike the best balance possible 
between the necessary amount of control and the overhead 
cost involved in achieving it. The tighter the control that 
a company enforces, the more overhead will be involved. 
Therefore, it is necessary to control only that which is 
required, and all extra results in wasted money. The type 
and amount of control necessary will depend upon the market 
served, process, product complexity, amount of working cap-
ital available, the quality and quantity of personnel avail-
able, and existing organization and procedures. ( 8 ) 
Involved in this area is the decision of whether to 
employ safety stocks. This has been a topic of controversy 
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for many years, primarily because of the difficulty of quan-
tifying customer bad will. This problem has been researched 
by Eisenhut, who showed that safety stocks, even rather 
large safety stocks, were theoretically justified. Accord-
ing to one of his examples an actual demand could be only 
half the forecast demand with only a six percent total in-
crease. (g) Based on this premise a substantial safety in-
ventory was incorporated into the production model in this 
thesis. 
There have been several approaches to production man-
agement models. These can be grouped into three basic 
types: (1) nonmathematical, (2) mathematical, (3) quasi-
mathematical models which are forced to fit a realistic 
situation. This last approach uses a trial and error pro-
cedure to vary the variables (such as production rates) 
until there is no further reduction in relevant costs. 
Broken down, these approaches include nonquantitative hag-
gling, use of turnover ratios, adjustment of previous year's 
plan, linear programming, linear decision rule, management 
coefficients approach,(?) integer programming, mixed integer 
programming, LaGrange multipliers, and simulation search 
procedures (also known as branch and bound) . This last 
technique is a method of partitioning the infinite set of 
possible solutions into successively smaller subsets until 
a subset containing only the optimal solution is isolated. 
The technique is practical when a multitude of combinations 
is involved and in which the variables are constrained to 
only non-negative integer values. (lO) Simulation search 
procedures were first proposed by R. c. Vergin in 1966. 
W. H. Taubert used a decision rule search simulation in 
1968, C. H. Jones used a parametric planning technique in 
1967 and J. Close used a combination of linear programming 
and search techniques soon afterwards. All three of these 
approaches still show potential of being significantly 
beneficial. This is the technique applied in this thesis. 
7 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
There are four phases involved in the entire simulation 
process: (A) input of general information, (B) computation 
and output of the sales forecasts, (C) simulation of the 
model, and (D) output of the production schedule. 
A. Input of General Information 
The first phase of the model involves reading in and 
initializing various quantities necessary for decision-
making purposes during the remainder of the program. Such 
inputs include the wage structure, job requirements, sales 
figures for the past four years, and physical capabilities 
and limitations for the average worker, the production 
lines, and various processes. When fed into the general 
model with customized modifications, such as job titles, 
etc. the inputs give the model the uniqueness and special 
characteristics that set it apart from other similar opera-
tions. These inputs generally are rather constant, but 
they may vary with time. For this reason, this phase allows 
for changes in structure and operation to be programmed into 
the model, along with updated sales information and current 
operating data. 
A safety inventory is calculated at this point as 110% 
of the largest forecast error for each size. This error 
includes only understatements of the actual demand. Also, 
the largest forecast errors are updated, if necessary, by 
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comparing the actual demand of the last two-week period to 
the forecasted demand. All past and updated values are then 
outputted on punched cards to be used as input for the next 
run. The specific inputs are listed in Table 1. When the 
program is run the first 42 cards are updated, punched, and 
returned. The last three cards are the only ones to be 
read in again each time. Any additional update information 
is placed in the update information box provided. 
B. Computation and Output of Sales Forecasts 
The second phase of the model handles the sales fore-
casting which is necessary to accurately simulate future 
production. To accomplish this a time series analysis was 
programmed into the model. By examination of the past four 
years' sales figures a trend is determined and projected 
into the future. This trend line, Y = a + bX, is fit by 
the method of least squares and ii found by solving for a 
and b in the simultaneous equations 
~Y + n*a + bLX 
~XY = a~X + bLX2 
where X is the number of the two-week period (from 1 for 
the most ancient to 104 for the most recent sales) , Y is 
the corresponding sales figure for each period, and n is 
the number of paired observations (104 for this model) . 
The computer is quite adapted to solving such simultaneous 
equations and was done through several loops. The ratio to 
trend method was then applied to account for seasonal and 
TABLE 1. PROGRAM INPUT 
Input 
Card No. Information 
1 !WEEKS, !YEAR 
2 IFORl (4 values), IFOR2 (4 values) 
3 IAVGRT (4 values), MAXRT (4 values), 
CPC (4 values), MOFF (4 values), 
ICSPH, NEMPLY, NSSCL 
4 NW (60 values), SHFTD (3 values) 
5 MXPHS (4 values, 0 shifts to 3 shifts) 
6-8 WAGE (for jobs 1-51, 17 per card) 
9 WAGE (for jobs 52-60) 
10-17 Y (sales for last 4 years for 
18-41 
42 
line 1 beginning with most ancient) 
Y (sales for lines 2, 3, and 4 in same 
manner as for line 1) 













43 Y(l04) (most recent sales figure, 4 values) 12 
44-45 MS (4 values) , NF8HRS (4 values) , 
NWS (4 values) (card 1 for 1st 
week of current production, card 2 
for 2nd week) 122 
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cyclical trends. For each two-week period of the past four 
years the actual sales, Y is divided by the calculated 
a 
sales, Yc, to receive a percentage ratio. The sum of the 
percentages for the particular two-week period of each of 
the four years is then averaged together and this adjustment 
factor is multiplied by the trend value to receive a fore-
cast which reflects both seasonal and cyclical variations. 
c. Simulation of the Model 
This phase of the model attempts to generate all com-
binations of number of shifts, hours of operation, overtime 
hours, and production line rates for the entire plant. A 
computation of the variable cost per case is made for all 
combinations that indicate that they may lower the cost of 
the product until eventually a best and second best set of 
decisions are singled out. 
1. Setting up the Shift Combinations 
Since the model was set up with two-week production 
periods, there immediately were nine shift combinations to 
analyze. See Table 2. Notice that there is no combination 
of zero-zero shifts as this alternative is given special 
handling. Also note that the number of shifts for week one 
is always less than or equal to the number of shifts for 
week two. This has been programmed as such to best facili-
tate the plant layout at hand. See Figure 1. The Powder 
Finishing Department provides soap powder to the four pro-
duction lines in powder packaging. This requires the Powder 
Finishing Department to work whenever any lines in powder 
12 
TABLE 2. POSSIBLE SHIFT COMBINATIONS 
Maximum Number of 
Shift No. of Shifts No. of Shifts Production Hours 
Combination 1st week 2nd week for 2 weeks 
1 0 1 36 
2 1 1 72 
3 0 2 90 
4 1 2 126 
5 0 3 158 
6 2 2 180 
7 1 3 194 
8 2 3 248 
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Figure 1. Model Plant Layout 
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packaging are in operation. A reduction in costs could be 
obtained by eliminating a shift or more of powder finishing, 
but this would be accomplished only if all shifts of the 
production lines were simultaneously reduced. Thus the 
model sets up the best possibilities for obtaining these 
cost reductions. These reductions in labor in the Powder 
Finishing Department are necessary also to supply labor to 
the random operating departments. 
2. Looping Through the Production Hour and Rate 
Combinations 
For each of the four lines the lowest shift combina-
tion number possible is chosen based on the forecasted 
needs during the particular period. The least number of 
production hours for the first week is then calculated 
based on a maximum production output the second week. That 
is, the lines will be running at maximum capacity for the 
maximum number of hours allowed by the second week of the 
combination. A necessary output rate is then computed for 
the first week production hours under consideration. With 
all variables set, a variable cost for the particular deci-
sions are calculated. This variable cost is a function of 
scrap labor and materials costs, production labor costs, and 
inventory holding costs. See Appendix A for an explanation 
of these costs. The first period production rate is then 
increased until it reaches its capacity. These increases 
were of a magnitude of thirty cases per hour in the model to 
conserve computer time. The increase could be lowered to 
15 
one if such accuracy were desired. Such accuracy will incur 
greater computer time expenses and may be unnecessary unless 
data inputs had been equally as accurate. For each of these 
increases the second period decisions are shifted downward 
accordingly and a new variable cost is calculated. If the 
cost is lower than the cost for the previous variable cost 
for the particular size and combination then the new rates 
and hours are stored. Such looping is done for each first 
week number of production hours, each combination, and each 
line, as flowcharted in Figure 2. When the procedure is 
completed a minimum variable cost will be stored along with 
its associated first and second week production rates and 
production hours for each possible combination of each line. 
Next the combinations are looped through to determine best 
and second best combinations for each line. This is fol-
lowed by determining a best and second best total combina-
tion. 
3. Minimizing the Minimum Variable Costs 
As mentioned earlier, possibilities may exist where 
powder finishing shift reductions could further reduce 
variable costs. To test the possibility all combinations 
of minimized variable costs are looped through once again. 
It is possible that the reduction in costs resulting from 
elimination of a shift of powder finishing will more than 
offset the added cost of not choosing the minimum cost com-
bination of one or more lines. The variable costs are com-
pared against one another and against the best combinations 
ISIZE=l 
VARIABLE COST 


















Next part of 
program 
Figure 2. Flowchart for Minimizing the Variable Costs 
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computed above until the best and second best combination of 
production hours and rates among the alternatives considered 
are determined for each line for each week of the two-week 
period. 
4. Checking for Production Leveling Possibilities 
Seasonal variations may cause the demands during peak 
periods to exceed the capacity of one or more lines. Fore-
casting could predict such occurrences in which case imme-
diate action could be put into effect to avoid loss of 
sales and customer goodwill during the peak periods. How-
ever, production leveling could be economically feasible 
even i£ line capacities were not expected to be exceeded. 
This is due to the fact that production hours or line rates 
could be reduced during heavy demand periods, thus spreading 
the work over a longer period and reducing overtime and 
scrap costs. This also tends to even the work force and 
avoid costly cycles of hiring and firing. These advantages, 
however, are offset by the expense of higher inventory 
holding costs. 
There are various degrees of production leveling as 
shown in Figure 3. Between the extremes of producing the 
forecasted demand and a straight-line amount there are an 
infinite number of intermediate levels. In this thesis we 
have limited the intermediate levels in order to conserve 
computer time, but this concept could be extended as far as 
desired, according to the required accuracy. Therefore, 

















Figure 3. Production Leveling Techniques 
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The forecasted demand curve is first altered downward 
proportionately, if necessary, to force the entire curve to 
be located under the maximum capacity of each line and 
allow for safety inventories to be produced. The straight-
line level is computed and then the four evenly spaced 
methods, (1) 0% altered forecast, 100% leveled amount, 
(2) 33% altered forecast, 66% leveled amount, (3) 66% 
altered forecast, 33% leveled amount, and (4) 100% altered 
forecast, 0% leveled amount, are each simulated for one 
year. The method with the lowest minimum variable cost is 
selected. Then the two best combinations of shifts, over-
time hours, machine rates, and selected method for the week 
under consideration are isolated. 
5. Subroutine Descriptions 
To avoid unnecessary repetition of various procedures, 
certain groups of operations were isolated from the main-
line program in the form of a subroutine. Their name and 




generates all possible shift combinations 
loops through the various production rates for 
each possible combination 
compares production costs for all combinations 




computes the work hours, pay hours, number of 
cases to be scrapped, scrap material and 
labor costs, variable holding costs, and total 
variable costs for zero, one, two, or three 
shifts respectively 
computes the production labor cost 
maximizes the best combinations, checking for 
powder finishing shift reductions 
D. Output of the Production Schedule 
This phase of the model interprets the results of the 
simulation, converts these results to manpower needs for 
each line, department, and shift, and outputs the informa-
tion in a form that is easily understood by management. 
There is a best and second best schedule for each of the 
weeks under consideration. This allows management to decide 
which schedule to employ and compare costs for their deci-
sian. In many cases the schedule will be bypassed to 
choose one which combines a sub-optimum solution with 
company policy of employee continuity, or which complies 
more closely with their knowledge and experience of how 
their operation works best. 
Appendix G lists the output from a simulation run. As 
listed in this appendix and repeated again in Table 3, the 
average costs for the best and second best schedules are 
$1.430 and $1.468 per case respectively. Line, job and 
department manpower requirements are totaled along with 
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TABLE 3. MODIFIED PROGRAM OUTPUT 
Best schedule $1.430 
Average cost 
First week 
Department No. 1 
Total workers 216 
Small carton line 
Machine setting 420 
Ordinary output 300 
Number of weekly shifts 3 
Number of overtime shifts 0 
Number of machine operators/shift 1 
All lines 
Number of machine operators 12 
All departments 
Total workers needed 610 
Number of employees 539 
Number of workers to be hired 71 
Second best schedule 
Average cost $1.468 
22 
machine settings, etc. So for the first week of the best 
schedule, department No. 1 requires a total of 216 workers. 
This is further broken down into lines and jobs. For the 
small carton line the machine rate should be set at 420 
cases/hour, but only 300 cases/hour will be outputted during 
ordinary production. Three shifts of that line are run that 
week and zero overtime shifts are to be run. One machine 
operator is required for the small carton size line per 
shift while a total of 12 are required for the four lines. 
At the end of each week's production schedule various other 
totals are listed. For example, at the end of week No. 31, 
610 workers are needed for the best schedule, while 539 are 
employed. Therefore, 71 workers are to be hired. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
After modeling a production system and testing it 
through several simulation runs, it was concluded that 
automated production scheduling could be accomplished. 
The system could forecast future demands and accommodate 
seasonal variations, production leveling, and random op-
eration of various departments. The model determines 
schedules which also minimize costs and keeps a fairly 
constant labor force over a period of time. 
23 
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V. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
During the course of his investigation the author was 
exposed to several topics which lie beyond the scope of his 
research, yet would complement his study and may be of 
value to others interested in similar fields. These topics 
include: 
(1) layoff charges 
(2) hiring charges 
(3) scheduled plant shutdowns for one or more weeks 
or simply for long holiday weekends 
(4) special weeks of less than five days (such as a 
week with a holiday in it) 
(5) extra workers on hand to replace illness, acci-
dent, or absences 
(6) workers on vacation 
(7) delays or unexpected shutdowns due to shortage of 
materials, mechanical difficulties, adverse or 
unusual weather conditions, strikes, or acts of 
God 
(8) decreased worker efficiency on second and third 
shifts 
(9) increased wear and tear on machines due to long 
hours, or unusual or strenuous use 
(10) inventory listings of both raw materials and 
finished goods 
(11) automatic recording of materials based upon 
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL PLANT 
The production line and carton characteristics are 
shown in Table 4. The model plant layout is shown in 
Figure 3. 
1. Start Ups 
29 
If a line is started up after a cleanup shift, or after 
not having been in use, then four hours are required to work 
out the kinks in the operation. During these four hours the 
equivalent of only two hours of ordinary production is 
attained. The remainder of the cases are thrown off as 
scrap. Thus scrap costs run extremely high during these 
first four hours. For this reason, a one-shift line can 
only get 36 production hours in a seven-day week (6 hours/ 
day * 6 days with one shift cleanup), a two-shift line is 
limited to 90 production hours, and a three-shift line is 
limited to 158 production hours. 
2. Scrap Costs 
a. Material Costs 
To determine scrap material costs an average rate is 
defined as the rate where for every ten good cases produced, 
two cases must be scrapped. These figures vary proportion-
ately such that as the rate is doubled the scrap material 
cost is multiplied by four. The equation for normal 
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TABLE 4. PHYSICAL LINE CHARACTERISTICS 
(IAVGRT) 
(CPC) (MAXRT) Average 
No. of Cartons Maximum Production 
Line No. Carton Size per case Capacity Rate 
1 Small 24 320 150 
2 Medium 10 375 300 
3 Large 6 480 400 
4 Extra Large 3 360 150 
production is 
where CPC = cost per case. For example: 
Machine Setting IRT IAVGRT 
180 150 150 
420 300 150 
For start ups the scrap includes the usual 20% scrap, plus 
another half of that which is ordinarily produced. The 
equation for start up production is 
For example: 
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Machine Setting IRT IAVGRT 
Good 
Output Scrapped Cases 
255 
570 





75 30 + 75 = 105 
150 120 + 150 + 270 
Scrap labor costs are set by the equation 
SLC=SMC*WAGE (of scrap handlers)/(CPC*NO. of cases scrapped/ 
hr.) 
3. Inventory Holding Costs 
Holding costs are computed at 26% per year of the 
retail cost of the inventory, or 0.5% per week. Half of 
this, or .0025, is thus the average holding cost. The 
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equation is 
VHC = .0025*(CPC + 1.00) 
$1.00 being the retail value of the soap. 
4. Production-To-Market Time 
It has been assumed that there is a two-week interval 
between the date of production of the product and its place-
ment on the market shelf. Therefore, the production sched-
ule is always two weeks ahead of forecasted sales. 
Appendix B 
UNION REGULATIONS OF THE MODEL PLANT 
These are the arrangements set down and agreed to by 
the management and union which impose various restrictions 
on company policy. The regulations were simulated in the 
model as constraints. 
(1) If a regular shift is scheduled, it must be 
scheduled for the entire forty-hour week. 
(2) An overtime shift must pay at least eight-hours 
pay at the overtime rate of time and a half on 
Saturday and double time on Sunday. 
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(3) If only one shift for a department, line, or job 
is to be scheduled, it will be the day shift; if 
only two shifts are to be scheduled, they will 
be the day and evening shifts. 
(4) No line switching is allowed until the end of a 
week. 
(5) For jobs that are dependent upon the rate, if the 
rate is just one case above the specified cutoff 
multiple then another worker is to be added to 
that job. 
(6) If all production, warehouse, and scrap process-
ing jobs are filled and many workers have not 
been assigned a job, then special carton labeling 
shifts should be added if possible. If workers 
are still without jobs then up to ten warehouse 
cleaners may be assigned. All other workers are 




COMPANY POLICY OF THE MODEL PLANT 
(1) An eight-hour cleanup shift must be scheduled 
weekly for each line in powder packaging, and in powder 
finishing, unless no production for that line or department 
was run. This cleanup will be during the last scheduled 
shift of each line or department. 
(2) A safety inventory of 110% of the largest fore-
cast understatement is to be maintained. 
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Appendix D 
WAGE STRUCTURE FOR THE MODEL PLANT 
Department 1: Powder Packaging 
Job No. Job Title Hourly Rate 
1 Foreman $5.75 
2 Machine Operator 4.60 
3 Lab Technician 4.60 
4 Carton Feeder 4.55 
5 Inserter 4.40 
6 Weight Checker 4.55 
7 Packager 4.60 
8 Driver 4.65 
9 Helper 4.50 
10 Reliever 4.60 
Department 2: Powder Finishing 
Job No. Job Title 
11 Foreman 
12 Driver 
13 Chemical Feeder 
14 Sprayer 
15 Slurry Mixer 
16 Screener 
17 Tower Controller 
18 General Helper 
19 Dye Mixer 
20 Screener Helper 

















1/mult. avg. rt./line 
2/mult. avg. rt./line 
1/mult. avg. rt./line 
1/mult. avg. rt./line 
1/mult. avg. rt./line 
1/mult. avg. rt./line 
2/mult. avg. rt./line 


































































1/ 3 trucks 
2/ 3 trucks 
1--Day shift only 
1--Day shift only 
1--Day shift only 
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WAGE STRUCTURE FOR MODEL PLANT--continued 
Department 4: Processing and Handling of Scrap 
Job No. Job Title Hourly Rate No. Workers Required 
36 Recycler $3.75 dep. on amt. of scrap 
37 Driver 4.65 
38 Foreman 5.75 
39 Utility 4.50 
Department 5: Special Carton Labeling 
Job No. Job Title 
40 Foreman 
41 Machine Operator 
42 Utility 
43 Packer 













































1/ea. carton feeder 
Job No. Job Title Weekly Rate No. Workers Required 
52 Plant Manager $400 1--Day shift only 
53 Chief Engineer 360 1--Day shift only 
54 Safety Engineer 300 1--Day shift only 
55 Time Study Engineer 280 1--Day shift only 
56 Personnel Manager 300 2--Day shift only 
57 Scheduler 200 1--Day shift only 
58 Computer Technologist 280 5 
59 Keypuncher 150 2--Day shift only 

























Average total cost per case 
Average shift differential 
Best rate 
Best minimum variable cost per case 
Best total variable cost per case 
Cost hours 
Cost per case 






Cases scrapped per hour 
Forecast 
Forecast for 1st period 
Forecast for 2nd period 
in 
in 
Number of production hours 
Number of hours 

































Number of production hours 







Total cases to be scrapped 
Total number of workers in Special Carton 
Labeling Department 
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Total number of workers in management and office 
Total INWNWF 
Total number of workers in Powder Finishing 
Department 
Total number of workers in Powder Packaging 
Department 
Total number of workers in Processing and 
Handling of Scrap Department 
Total number of workers in Warehouse Department 
Total production 
Variable number of workers in powder finishing 
Variable number of workers in powder packaging 
Week 






























Number of hours 
Maximized combination 
Maximized combination 
Least combination number 
Least production hours 
Level 
Second best maximized combination 
Machine setting 
Maximum rate 
Minimum number of shifts 
Minimum number of shifts 
Minimum difference 
Most off forecast 








Maximum production hours 
Maximum overtime shifts 
Number of additional carton labeling shifts 
Number of available workers 
Number of available cleaners 
Number of cases to be scrapped 




























Number of employees 
Number of 8-hour shifts 
Number of hours for period under consideration 
Number of hours 
Number of hours 
Number of workers hired 
Number of hours 
Next year 
Number of shifts of special carton labeling 
Next week 
Necessary output rate 
Number of production hours 
Number of production hours 
Number of shifts 
Number of shifts week No. 1 
Number of shifts week No. 2 
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Number of shifts for period under consideration 
Number of special carton labeling shifts re-
quired 
Number of shifts for Department 4 
Number of shifts is 1 
Number of shifts is 3 
Number of shifts is 2 
Number of shifts is 0 
Minimum number of shifts 
Number of shifts of special carton labeling 


























Non-variable number of workers in powder 
finishing 
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Non-variable number of workers in the warehouse 
Number of overtime shifts 
Number of workers 
Number of crew drivers for day shift 
Number of computer technologists for day shift 
Number of workers to be hired 
Number of drivers in Department 4 for evening 
shift 
Number of recyclers for evening shift 
Number of warehousemen for night shift 
Next week 
Next 2 weeks 
Number of workers factor 
Number of workers necessary 
NW*NWF 
Number of working shifts 
Not written yet 
Next year 
Powder finishing non-variable costs 
Production labor costs 


















Scrap labor costs 
Smallest percentage 
Scrap material costs 
Total best variable cost per case 
Total variable cost 
Total variable production labor cost 
Total variable cost 
Variable cost per case 
Variable holding cost 
Difference 
Minimum difference 





THE SIMULATION PROGRAM 
c 0 l~~~~~g~.!'l~eG:lt4T:'A~~~j,~t!'t~gt~r.~6~fftJ."~~~~t!J. X0f(4), 
C ~WC60t, NWFC4,60t, WAGE(60), SHFT0(3), SHFTCC3), AVG$0(4), 
C ISINV(4), INV(4), IAHTN(4), NSllOe4e2), HINSH(4), XHXA(4), 
C LCOH8(4), KXCMC4), LXCHC4), HNCOM(~), KKCH(4,21, VCSTPC(4,2), 
C NHRS(l0e4e2), HOUTPR(l0e4e2), lf0Rl4e28), HXPHS(4), 18GINV(4), 
C BTVCPCC10,4), BHVCP:tz7,2), T8V~PC(4), LVL(4), NWNWf(4,60), 
C ~POHll0,4e2J, HR4PUC(4,4,2,2), NS4PUC(4,4,2,2), NH4PUC(4,4,2e2J, 
C NS14C2,2), NVRTS(4), IN~NWfl60h ITNWNW(60), HACHSH4,2), 




C ;HRS,BTVCPC.~HRS,MINSH,KKCH,8HVCPC,LPuHR,MOUTPR,NH4PUC,NNHRS,NHR, C ISKIP,PFNVC 
READ (1,11 IWEEKS,IYEAR 
1 FORMAT &12,14) 
N•EEKS a !WEEKS + 1 
NYEAR = lYEAR 
IFCNWEEKS - 27) 3,2,2 
2 N•E EKS=1 
NYEAR = NYEAR + 1 
3 -~ITE (2,1) NWEEKS,NYEAR 
NNNYR = NYEAR 
REAO Clt444) liFORUISIZEJ, ISIZE=l,4t, llfOR2ClSilE), ISIZE=le4) 444 FORMATC416,416J 
UO 170 lSilE=l,4 
LVLCISIZE) a 0 
170 CONTINUE 
NASCLS = 0 
N'tHRO = 0 
NSCLSR = 0 
NSOPT5 = 0 
i\EAO (1,40) (IAVGRHISIZE), lSILE=l,4hlHAXHTllSilEJ, ISIZE=1,4), 
C CCPC(ISIZEJ, ISilE=1,4t, UIOfFCISILEt, ISilE=1,4h ICSPH, NEMPLY 1 C ~SSCL 
40 FORHATC413,413,4f4.2,415,(2,13,12t 
INSSCL = NSSCL 
REAQ(l,41) CNW&J08), J08=1,6U), CSHFTUllSHIFJ, ISHIF=l,3) 
41 FJRMATC59ll,I2,F3.1,2f4.2t 
READC1,4ll) CMXPHSCISHIF), ISHIF=l,4) 
411 fJRMATC212,13,11J 
N = 17 
42 J = N - 16 
RtA0(1,43J CWAGECJOB), JOB~ J,N) 
43 FDRMATll7f4,2) 
N = N + 17 
lf(N- 51) 42,42,44 
44 REAOC1,45) CMAGECJ08), J08=)2,60t 
45 FJRMATC9f6.2) 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C SlLES FORECAST FOR NEXT 56 WftKS BKuKEN INTU 2 WEEK INTERVALS HASED ON 
C PREVIOUS 4 YEARS 
C SALES FIGURES IN lOOJS Of CA~ES 
K = 2*1WEEKS - 1 
IF(K - 53) 49124,49123,49123 
45 
lt91Z1 K c 1 
lfEAR • IYEAR + 1 
NYtAR • NYEAR + 1 
49124 l • K + 3 
~YEAR • NYEAR + 1 
WRITE (3,15) KtlYEARtLJNYEAR 
15 fJRHAT( 1 11 efllt 1 SAlES ~uRECASJ FJR wEtKS •,tz,• -- •,t~t,• THROUGH 
C1 .12e' -- •,t.,Tl25, 1 PAGE 11 1 
WiU TE (3 e16) 
lb f)RHATC////T20t 1 WEEK fS'eT57, 1 fO~ECAST (CASES PER WftKI') 
WRITE(3,171 IYEAR 
17 FORHATl///TlOel4eT35,'TOTAl1 tT50, 1 SMALL 1 tTb5,'MEOIUH 1 tT81t 1 LARGE 1 t 
C T9o, 1 XTRA LARGE') 
00 11 ISIZE = 1,4 
IX • 1 9 READ (1.101 Yt IX.ISlZEt, Y&IX+1.ISIZEit Y&IX+2t1Sllflt Y&IX+3, 
C ISilE), YllX+~eiSilE), Y(lX+5tiSIZEitYllX+6,1Sllflt YllX+7tiSilEI 
C, fCIX+8liSIZE), YCIX+9,1SilEI. YCIX+lO,ISilEI, YtiX+ll,ISIZf), 





REAOl1e491 li8GlNVliSIZEit ISIZE•1t41 
lt9 FORHATC4111 
READ l1e121 CYl104,1SilE), ISIZE • 1t4t 
12 f0RHAT&Itf6.21 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c••••~LACE ALL UPDATE INFJ~HATION HERE, SUCH AS NEw WAGES, NASCLS (+OR -1,••••• 
C**** NHHRO, NSCLSR ETC. ••••• 




c•············································ .. ································ ~SSCL • NSSCL + NASCLS 
NEMPLY • NEHPLY + NMHRO 
00 113 ISIZE • 1,4 
JY104 • 1000*Yll01tt1Silf) 
IFCJY101t- IFORlliSIZEI - MOFFCISILEIJ 112,112,111 
111 HOfFCISIZEI • JY104- IFOR1&1SIZEJ 
112 IFJR1liSIZEI • IFOR2CISIZE) 
113 CONTINUE 
00 172 ISIZE • 1,4 
ISUHY • 0 
I SUMXY • 0 
I SUHX2 • 0 
OJ 13 IX • 1,104 
ISUHY • ISUMY + YCIXeiSIZEt 
lSUMXY• ISUMXf + IX*YCIXtiSIZE) 
ISUHX2 • ISUMX2 + 1x••2 
13 CONTINUE 8 • l52.5*1SUHY- ISUMXYt/&28665~.u- ISUMX21 
A • (ISUHY- 5460.0*81/104.0 
0() 14 I • 1,104 
46 
Y:ll) =A+ B*l 
YAYCtll = YlleiSIZEI/YCIII 
1ft CONTINUE 
DO 171 II= 1,28 
l =II- Clb*Cil/2711 
lFORtlSilEeiii = 250*(YAYC(ll + YAYC(l+261 + YAYC(l+521 + YAYL 
C (1+781J*CA + 8*1104 + llJl 
lfl II - 21 171,210,111 
210 IF~R2IISIZEI = IFOR(lSIZE,lll 
171 CJ~ Tl NUE 
l7 2 CONTINUE 
liiU TE 12.4441 (lfORlCISIZEJ, 1SilE=lr4), llfOR2C1SllEI, 1S1ZE=1,41 
•IU T E ( 2, 40 I l lA VGR Tl I S I lEI , 1 S Il: • 1, 4tJ , ( MAXR Tl IS llE I , 1 S!l E= 1, 4) , 
C (CPCliSilE), ISIZE=le4tlr 'MOffliSJlEI. ISIZE=1,4), lCSPH, NEMPLY, 
C NS SCL 
wR1TEl2e41J(NWIJ08), JOB=1,b0), (SHFJ0(1SHlfJ, ISHIF=1r3l 
WRITE(2,4llltMXPHStlSHIFJ, 1SHif•1,~J 
OJ 177 lSIZE=1,4 
0) 177 I a 3t28 
LVL(ISIZEI a lVLIISIZEI + lfUR(ISllEr11/2b.O 
1 7 7 : J ~ Tl N UE 
DO 23 I = 1.28 
J = I WEEKS + I 
K • 2*J - 3 
L = K + 1 
lf(K-5U21t2ltl8 
18 1(, = K - 52 
l = K + 1 
IF(IWEEKS- 26) 188,21,21 
1~8 lf(K-1119,19,21 
19 wR1TE(3,20t NYEAR 
20 fOkMAT(///T10el4) 
21 ltfOR(I) = lf0Rl1.11 + IFOR(2,U + lf-OR(3.11 + lf0R('t,1J 
IF ( I - 2 4) 221 , 219,2 21 
219 llfRITEI3e2201 K,L,IYFJ IUI),IfUR(l,l),1f0R(2,1J,lfORl3tlltlf0R(4,IJ 
220 FORMAT('O',T20,I2, 1 '•,I2,T35,lb,T;O,I5,T65,15,Tdlei5,T98,1;, 
C T125, 1 PAGE 2 1 I 
GJ TO 222 2 2 1 1111 RITE (3, 2 2 ) K, l , I Y F 0 R ( I I , 1 FO~ ( 1, I J , 1 FU J4. ( 2., I ) , I FOR ( 3, 1 J , IF OR ( 4 J U 
22 FJKMAT('O' eT20,I2,' & 1 el2,JjS,l6,TSvt15eT65tl5eT8lel5eT~8,15 
222 (.JNTINUE 
2 3 CUNTI NUE 
IPAGE = 3 
L>J 10411 ISilE = le't 
Yll05,ISIZEI • 0.0 
10411 CJNTINUE c ......................................................................... . 
N = 17 
1042 J • N - 16 IIIIRITE (2,431 (.jAGElJOBI, JOB= J,NJ 
" = N+17 
IFtN- 511 10't2e104Ze10't't 
10~'t WRITE (2,45) (WAGEIJOBJ, JOB a 52,60) 
0 i1 46 I S ll E = 1 , 4 
ISINV(ISIZEI • 11*MUFFllSil~l/10 
DO 46 JOB = le60 
.c:. 
-...J 
N.-F l IS II E, JOB) = l 
46 CONTINUE SnfTC(l) = SHFTOll) 
AVGSOlU = SHfTO(l) 
OJ 47 ISHIF=2,3 
SHFTCl ISHIF) = SHFTCl ISHif - U • SHfTOl ISHifl 
A~GSO( ISHif) = SHFTC( ISHlf)/lSHIF 
47 CJ'4TINUE 
AVGSOC4) = 0.0 
PFN\IC .::: 0.0 
00 4 8 J 0 B= 11 , l 7 
PFNVC = PFN\IC • (WAGE(J08) + AVGSDC3)) 
48 CLINTINUE 
DO 12 2 2 hi .::: l , 2 
READ (1,122) U4SCISIZE,JWh ISilE=l,ltJ, (Nf8HRSliSilErlwJ, ISIZE = 
C 1,4), (NWS(ISlZEelW), ISIZE: 1,4) 
122 FORMATl413,412,4llJ 
DO 1222 ISilE = 1,4 
lFlNWSllSIZE,lW)- 2) 850,E53,85~ 
850 IflNWS(lSilE,I•J - 1) 851,852,8,2 
851 IPOHliSIZE,Hn = 0 
GO TO 855 
852 IPDH(JSIZE,I•J = (Nf8HRSl1SilE,I~J - 11*6 
GJ TO 855 
853 lPOH&lSllE,I•) = 14*llNF8HRSllSllEelW) - 11/2) + ~*lNf8HRS&lSILE, 
: IWJ - 1 - ((Nf8HRSCISILE,I•I- lJ/21*21 
GO TO 855 
854 IPDHliSilE,IW) = 8*(Nf8HRSllSilE,IW)- 1)- 2 
d55 MRliSIIE,(WJ = 2.50*IA\IGRT(lSllEI*( -1 • SURTtl + 0.8*MSClSllEtiWJ 
: /1 AVGIH & IS ll E J ) ) 
1222 CONTINUE 
SMALPC = 1.0 
DO 55 IS I l E= 1, 4 
I X = 2 24 .-~ITEl2elOI YCIXtlSlZf), Yl1X•1,1S1Zt:l, Yl1X+2tlSIIEJ, Y(IX•3, 
C ISIIEh YllX•4,1Sili:J, YCIX•),JSilEhYllX•6,1SilEI, Y(IX•7,1SilEJ 
: , YCIX•8,1S1IEJ, Y(lX+9,1SllEJ, Y(lX+lO,JSIIEJ, YllX•ll,lSllEJ, 
: YliX•l2,1SIZE) 
IX .::: IX + 13 
IF( IX - 106) 24,26,2b 
26 NIIIY = 1 
MXCPtiSilEJ = HAXRTliSllEI*l5ij 
RMC 2f = l. 0 
DO 54 J•EEKS = 2,21 1Ft IFORliSilt,JWEEKS) + lSiNvll)llE) - M.XCPl ISIZEil 533,533,499 
499 IF(NWY- l) 52,50,52 
5u •RJTE(3,5ll ISllE 
51 FJRMATl///// TlOe'DURlNu SOME wtEKS Of THE NEXT YEAK fORECASTS fOR 
:SIZE •,It,• EXCEED THE MAXIMUM CAPACITY Of THE liNE.') 
'H~Y = 0 
XMXCP = MXCPliSilE) XIFOR = IFOR(ISIZEeJWEEKS) • ISINV,ISIZEI 
52 RMC2F = XMXCP/XlfOR 
IF,SMALPC- RMC2fJ 54,54,53 
53 SMALPC = RMC2F S13 X~XA(ISilE) = 1.0/llll.O- RMClf )*llfOR,lSllEeJWEEKS) .. 
48 
: ISINVliSllf))/((1.0- LVL(ISiltl/HXCPllSJZ~Jl*MXCPll~llEll)+ 1.0) 54 CONTINUE 
55 :JNTINUE 
lSKIP = 0 
DO 208 ISIZE = 1t4 
00 208 ICOHB = 1,10 
BTVCPCllCOHB,ISilE) = 1000000.0 
2 0 8 C 0 N Tl N UE 
00 209 ISIZE = 1,4 
LCOHB(ISIZEJ = 10 
209 CJN Tl NUE 
OU 2099 HWEEK = 1,2 
00 2099 JBEST = 1,2 
NSH(MWEEK,J8EST) = 3 
209 9 CONTINUE 
DO 490 ISIZE=1e4 
I~VliSIZEI = IBGINVCISILEl + MR(ISilfell*IPOHtlSIZE,ll + 
C HIUISIZE,2l*IPOH( ISIZE,2) - IFO~l IS1ZE,2l 
490 CJNTINUE 
wRITE (2,49) liNVtiSllE), lSllt = 1t~l 
0 0 6 0 HE T H = 1 , 4 
T8VCPClMETH) = 0.0 
JIIEEKS = 3 
595 DO 59 ISIZE=le4 
Al = ((HETH- l)/3.0I*XMXAllSlZEl 
IAHTN( ISIZEI = 2*1FORIISIZE,JWEEKSI*AA + 2*LVUISILU*Il.O- AA) 
lFliNVliSllEI- lSlNV(lSlZtll 5~5o,5957,5957 
5956 ll~TN(ISIZE) = IAMTNliSILEI + l~lNVtiSilEI- INVllSILf) 
5~57 1Ft IAMTNliSllf) I 5951,5951,5953 
5951 00 5952 J~EST = 1,2 
00 5952 MWEEK = 1,2 
HR4PUClMETH,ISIZE,JBESr,MWEEKI = 0 
NS4PUClMETHelSIZE,JBESTeMWEEKI = u 
~H~PUC(MfTHeiSlZE,JBEST,MWEEKI a 0 
5952 CONTINUE 
GJ TO 59 
5953 CALL SHFCOH 
59 CONTINUE 
CALL MXMlR 
IS IZE = 1 59533 lFtlAMTN(ISIZEII 5955,5955,5954 5954 l~VliSIZEI = lNVllSilEI + NPOH(KKCMtl~llE,11tlSIZE,11*MUUTPRtKKCM 
C (JSIZE,11elSIZEe11 + NPOH(KKCM(lSllE,ll,lSlZE,21*MOUTPRtKKCM 
C (lSIZEeli,ISIZE,21 - lfORliSIZEtJWEtKSI 
IF( INVl ISIZEal 599,5955,5955 
5955 lSIZE = ISIZE + 1 lf(ISIZE- 4l 59533,59533,596 596 TBVCPClMETHI = TBVCPClMETH) + BMVCPC(JWEEKS,l) 
JWEEKS = JWEfKS + 1 
IF( JWEEKS - 4) 598,597,598 
597 DO 5978 JBEST = 1,2 
VCSTPClMETH,JBESTt • 8MVCPClJWEEKS-l,JBESfl 
DO 5978 HWEEK = 1,2 
00 5978 ISIZE • 1,4 M~4PUC&METH,ISIZE,JBEST,MWEEKI = MOUTPR(KKCMliSIZEtJBtST),JSilft 
C MWEEK) 
49 
NS~PUCCMETH,ISIZE,JBEST,H~EEKI = NS,KKCHClSllEtJBESTifJSllEtMWEEK) ~H4PUC(METH,ISilE,JBEST,H~EEKI = NHRS(KKCM(ISJLEeJBES elSILEt 
C M~EEKt 
5978 CJN TINUE 
598 lF(JWEEKS- 28) 595,595,60 
599 T~VCPC&HETH) = 1000000.0 
60 CJNTINUE 
IO.HETH = 1 
0 J 62 ME TH = 2 , It 
IFCTBVCPCCHXHETHt - TBVCPC(METH)) 6lt62e61 
~1 MXMETH = METH 
62 CJ~TINUE 
HRMC2F = 100.0*SMALPC 
~RITE(3,63) MXHETH 
63 FJRMAT(/////T10,•FROM THE DATA AVAILABLE THE BEST METHOO TO EMPLOY 
C OJRING THE NEXT YEAR IS METHOD •,11, 1 wiTH THE LOwEST kATIO OF 
C MAXIMUM CAPACITY') 
w~ITE (3,63333) HRHC2F 
&3333 FJRHATl 1 0 1 ,T15, 1 TO FORECAST Of 1 ,F5.1•'*') 
00 70003 MWEEK = 1,2 
OJ 70003 JBEST = 1,2 
NSMlMWEEK,JBESTJ = 0 
OJ 70003 ISIZE = 1,4 
IFCNSitPUClMXMETH,lSllEtJBEST,M~EEKI - NSMlH~EEKeJBESJ)) 70003, 
c 70003.70002 70002 NSH(MWEEK,JBEST) = NSitPUCCMXMETHtiSilEtJBEST,MWEEKI 
7000 3 CONTINUE 
N~EEK = NWEEKS*2 - 1 
NN~K = NIIIIEEK • 1 
DO d39 JBEST = 1,2 
IPROO = 0 
ITC28Sl1J = 0 
ITC28Sl2) = 0 
NSSCL = I NSSCl 
00 7702 MWEEK = 1,2 
00 7702 ISIZE • ltlt ~~~S = NH4PUClHXMETHeiSilE,JBEST,M~EEKI 
l~T = MR4PUClMXMETH,ISlLEeJBtST,~WEEK) 
NSSS = NS4PUC(MXHETHtiS11f,J8EST,HWtEKI 
!SKIP = 1 lFCNSSSJ 7711,7711,7712 
7711 NSSS = 4 7712 GO TO (772,773,774,775), NSSS 
772 CAll NSHONE 
GO TO 11b 
77 3 CALL NSHTWO 
GO TO 776 
774 ClLL NSH THR 
GO TO 776 
775 NC28S • 0 776 lTC28SlHWEEKt = ITC28SIMWEEK) + NC26S HACHST(ISilE,H~EEK) = MR4PUC(MX~ETH,IS1£EeJ8fST,HWEEKI • CCMR4PUC 




lPROD = IPROD- ITC2BStl) - 1TL2BS(2! 
ATCPC = 3*NWl1l*lWAGEl1l + AVG)ul3)l + 12*NWlZI*l•AGE(2J + AVGSO 
C l3l) + 12*NWl3l*lwAl1El3) + AVGSlH3H + 7*lWAGEt3U) + AVGSD(3)) + 
: &6*lWAGEt36l + AVGS0(3)) + l2*l"AGtlJ7) + AVuSOl3J) + 3*N~(38)* 
C lliAGEl38) + AVGSOl3H + 3•N•l391*h1AGE(391 + AVGSOBH + 
C N•l58l*WAGEl58) 
DO 840 JOB = 25,29 
ATCPC = ATCPC + 3*N~lJOdl*lWAGEtJOBI + AVGSOt31) 84 u CON Tl NUE 
uJ 841 JOB = 33,35 
ATCPC = ATCPC + Nwl33)*lWAGEl33) + AVGSOl3)l 841 :ONTINUE 
Du 842 JOB = 40,45 
ATCPC = ATCPC + NW(JJB)*lWA~t(JQd) + AVGSOl3)) 
842 CJN Tl NUE 
Ou 843 JOB = 46,51 
ATCPC = ATCPC + 3*NW(J0Bl*Cw~GElJOBI + AVGS0(3)) 
843 :JN T1 NUE 
DJ 844 JUS= 52,57 
ATCPC = ATCPC + NWtJOBl*WAGEtJUB) 
844 CJN TlNUE 
DO 845 JOB = 59,60 
ATCPC z ATCPC + NW(JOB)*WAGEtJOBI 
845 ~J~TINUE 
~RITE (3,710) NWEEK,~N~K,NNNYR,IPAGE 
710 FJ~MAT(' 1' eT27,'PRODUCTlON SLhEDUlf FOR WEEKS 1 el2, 1 AND 1 ,12, 
C 1 -- 1 .I't, 1 BY OEPARTMENTS 1 ,Tl2,, 1 PAuE 1 ,12) 
IPAGE = IPAGE + 1 
lFtJBEST- U 711,711,713 
711 wRITE (3,712) 
712 FORMAT(/ T~2. 1 8EST SCHEDULE') 
GJ TO 715 
713 1111RITE C3e7l4l 
714 FORMAT(/ T50e 1 2NO BEST SCHtUULE 1 ) 
715 ~S)CL = NSSCL - NSOPT5 
ATCPC = VCSTPC(MxHETH,JBESTJ + ATCPC/IPROO 
C••• S0.75 IS THE AVERAGE COST OF A SOAP CARTUN & THE UtTERGENT lN IT *** 
ATCPC = ATCPC + 0.75 
~~lTE (3,846) ATCPC 846 ~)R~AT( 1 Q 1 ,Tl5, 'THE AVERAGE TUTAL ~GST PER CASE FOR THIS SCHtOULE 
C IS $ 1 ,F7.3J 
MWEEK = 1 
7177 00 71899 JOB = 1,60 
INWNWflJOBI = 0 
I T~WNWlJOBl = 0 
71899 CONTINUE 
N11112 BH = 0 
Nt:MPlf = 0 
IVNMPP = 0 
l VN~PF = 0 
IVNWWH = 0 
IFtHWEEK - 21 71777,7187,8390 
71777 WRITE(3,7181 
718 FORMATl 1 0 1 ,Tl5, 1 fiRST ~EEK Of THE 2-WEEK PERIUO') 
wRITE (3,716) NWEEK 
71& FORMAT(/ T10t 1 WEEK 1',121 
51 
GU TO 7189 
7187 ~RITEI3e7188) !PAGE 
7188 FJRMAf('l',flS,'SECONO •EEK Of THE l-•EEK PERIOO',T125,'PA~E 1 1 121 l~lGE = lPlGE + 1 
•~ITE 13,716J NN~K 
7189 DO 7190 JOB = 4.10 )() 70189 l SIZE = 1,4 
~-fiiSIZE,51J = IMR~PUCIMXMEJH,ISilteJBEST,MwEEKJ- 11/IAVGRT 
: IISIZEJ + 1 
NWNWFIISIZE,51) = Nw&51)*Nwf&lSllE,,1) 
INwNWFI51J = INWNWF(51J + NWNWfllSllE,51J 
NWFtiSIZE,JOBJ = NWfllSIZEe51J 
NW~WFtiSlZE,JOBJ = NWCJOBI*NWFCISILE,JOBJ 
IN~NWFIJ08) = IN~NWFCJOBJ + NWNWfC 1SlZE,J08J 
ITNWNWIJ08) = lTNWNWlJ06) + NWNwfllSiiEeJ06J*NS4PUClM~HETH,1SllEt 
C JBEST,,.•EEKJ 
70189 CONTINUE 
IVNWPP = IVNWPP + ITNwNWtJOtU 
719\l CJNTINUE 
IIIRITE (3,711J 
717 FJRMATC///// T~6,'DEP4RTMENT 11 ---POWDER PACKAGING') 
OJ 7191 JOB = 18,24 
00 71890 ISIZE = 1,4 
~•FIISIZE,JOBJ = NWFt1SilEe51J/2 + 1 
N•~wftlSIZE,J08) = N•CJOBJ*NWFIISILE,JOBJ 
INWNWF(JOBJ = INwNWFlJOBJ + NWN~f(lSILE,JOBJ 
ITNWNWCJOB) = ITNWNW(J08) + NWNWftiSIZE,JOBJ*NS4PUCCMXHETH,ISilEt 
C JBEST,MWEEK) 
7189 0 CONTINUE 
lFCJOB- 22) 71900,71901,71901 
71900 IVNWPF = IVNWPF + 1TNwNW(J08J 
GO TO 7191 
71901 lVNWWH = IVNWWH + ITNWNWCJQBJ 
719 1 C 0 NT I NU E 
7192 CJNTINUE 
.. lUTE (3,719) 
719 FORMAT( I T25t 1 LINE SIZE 1 ,T5~.•SMALL 1 ,T65, 1 HE01UH 1 ,T8l,•LARGE 1 , 
: T96e 1 EXTRA LARGE 1 J 
NVNWPF = 0 
DO 71922 JOB= 11.17 
lTNWNWIJOBJ a NW(JOBJ*NSHIHWfEK,JBESTJ 
NVNWPF a NVN~PF + ITNWNWtJOBJ 
719 2 2 C ~ N T1 N UE 
~VNWWH = 0 
DO 71923 JOB = 25,29 
ITNWNW(JOBJ = NW(JOBJ*NSMCHWEEKeJBESJ) 
NVNWWH • NVNWWH + ITNWNWlJOBJ 
71923 CONTINUE 
00 7196 JOB = 2,3 
OJ 71967 ISilE • 1.~ 
IFCHR4PUCIHXMETH,ISIZE,J8EST,H~EEKJJ 7193,7193,7194 
7193 N•NwfliSIZE,JOBJ • 0 
GO TO 7195 
7194 N~NWf(ISIZE,JOBI • 1 
7195 IN•NWf(JOBJ = INWNWFCJOBJ + NWNWFIISIZE,JOBJ 
ITNWNW(JOBJ = ITNWNW(J08) + NWNIIIF( ISllE,JOBJ*NS4PUC(HXHETHtlSILE, 
52 
C JBEST •~''hiEEKl 71967 CONTINUE 
IV~WPP K IVNWPP + ITNWNW(J08) 
7B6 CONTINUE 
ITNWPP = IVNWPP + ~SMlMWEEK,JSESJ) 
IT~WPf = IVNWPf + NVNWPf 
•RITE (3,7198) lMACHSTllSlZEtMWEEKlt lSlZE = 1,4j 
7198 FJRMATl'O',Tl5e 1 HACHlNE SETTlN~',T5lel3,T66,(3,T82,13,TlOO,I3) 
IIII~ITE (3,720) (HR4PUC&HXHETH,lSIZE,J·BESTeMIIEEKt, ISllE: l,4j 
720 fOkMATl'O',Tl5e 1 0ROINARY MACHINE OUTPUT RATE 1 ,T51,I3,T66,I3,T82 1 
: I 3 , T 1 UO ,( 3) 
•RITE (3,721) lNS4PUC&HXMETH,lSILE,J8EST,MWEEK), lSlZE = 1,4) 
721 FOkMAT('01 eT15e 1 NUMBER Of WEEKLY SHlfTS 1 eT52elleT67elleT83ell 1 TlOl c ,, u 
00 722 ISIZE = le4 
~VRTSliSlZEt = (NH4PUCCMXMETH,ISIZEeJ8ESTeHWEEK)- 40*NS4PUC C C~XMETH,lSlZEeJBEST,MWEEKlt/8 
722 CONTINUE 
WRITE (3,723) CNVRTS(lSlZE), 1SllE 2 1e4) 
723 FJRMATl'O',Tl5, 'NUMBER Of OVERTIME SHifTS' ,T52tlleTo7,U,T83,U, 
C TlOl,lU 
WRITE(3,724) 
724 ~ORMATl'O',T35,'NUMBER Of WORKERS NtCESSARY PER LINE PER SHiff') 
11RITE (3,726l 
726 FORMAT( 1 0 1 .Tl5, 1 JOB TITLE 1 ,Tll2t 1 TOTAL/SHifT 1 ,Tl27, 1 TUTAL•) 
ITNWNW&1l = NWl1J*NSM(HWEEKeJ8ESTJ 
WR1TE(3,725) NW(1J,lTNWNW(l) 
725 FJRMAT( 1 0 1 ,T15, 1 FOREMAN 1 eT117tll,Tl29,11) 
1111 R I T E ( J, 719) 
WRITE(J,727t lNWNWf(lSIZE,2), ISilE a le4t, ITNWNWl2) 
727 FJRMAT(///T15, 1 MACHINE OPERATOR 1 ,T52ell,To7,1l,T83,11,Tl01tll 1 
c Tl28.12) 
WRITE(3,728t (NWNWFUSllE,3l, lSIZE • 1,4), ITNW~Wt3) 
728 FORHATC'O',TlS, 1 lA8 TECHNIC1AN',T52,ll,T67,ll,T83,lleTlOl,llt 
c Tl28.12) 
wR1TE(3,730) (NWNWfllSlZEe4), lSllE 2 lt4), 1TNWNW(4) 
730 FORMAT( 1 Q1 ,T15, 1 CARTON fEEOER',T52,(1,T67,(l,T83,11,TlOlell,Tl28, 
c 12l WR1TE(3,731t lNWNWf(lSilE,5), lSllE a 1,~), 1TNW~W,5) 
731 FORMATC'0 1 ,Tl5, 1 lNSERTER',T52,ll,T67,lleT83,1leTlOO,l2,Tl28,12) 
WRITE(3,732J (NWNWfliSILE,6), lSilE = 1,4), ITNWNW(6) 
732 FJRMATl'O',T15, 1 WEIG~T CHECKER 1 tT,2,(l,T67,ll,T83,(1,TlOl,Il,J128, 
c 12 l WR1TEC3,733l lNWNWFCISIZEe7), lSllE: le4), 1TNWNW(7) 
733 FJRMATl 1 0 1 ,T15, • PACKA~ER 1 ,J5l,Il,To7elleT83,(1,T101,Il,Tl28,(2) 
.. RITE(3,731t) (NWNWFllSilE,8), ISllE .a l,~t), ITNWNMi(8) 
734 FJRMAT('v 1 ,Tl5e'ORIVER'eT52,11JTo7,IleT83,IltT101elleT128tl2t WRITE(3,735) (NWNWf(ISllE,9), SIZE a le4), TNWNW(9) 
735 FORMAT( 1 Q 1 ,Tl5, 1 HELPER 1 ,T52elleT67,Il,T83,Il,TlOl,lltT128el2) 
wR1Tf(3,736) (NWNWf(ISllEelO), ISIZE a le4), ITNWNW(10) 
736 fJRMATl'0 1 ,Tl5, 1 RELIEVER 1 ,T52ell,T67,1leT83,ll,T1~0,(2,T128,12) 
WRl TEC 3, 7366) 
7366 FORMAT('O',Tl27,• __ 1 ) 
WRITE(3,7367) ITNWPP 
7367 FJRMAT( 1 01 ,T120, 1 TOTAl 1 tT127el3) 
W~ITE (3,738) IPAGE 
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738 FJR~AT('l',T46e 1 DEP4RTMENT 12 --- PO~DER fiNISHING',Tl25, 1 PAGE '• 
c 12. 
lPAGE = IPAGE + 1 
•RITEC3,743t NSM(MWEEK,JBEST) 
743 FORMAT(///Tl5, 1 NUMBER OF WEEKLY SHlfTS 1 ,T52elll 
MX = 1 
MXVRTS = NVRTSllt 
DO 7~5 ISIZE z 2.~ 
IFlNVRTS(MX) - NVRTS(ISIZEtl 744,745,745 
74~ MXVRTS = NVRTS(ISllEt 
MX = l SIZE 
745 CONTINUE 
•RITEC3,746) MXVRTS 
7~6 FORMATl 1 01 ,Tl5, 1 NUMBER OF OVERTIME SHIFTS 1 ,T52,11) 
WRITE(3,7471 
747 FORMATl///T31, 1 NUMBER OF WOkKERS NECESSARY PER SHIFT') 
wRITE( 3e726) 
WRITE(3,72)) NW(llt.ITNWNW(ll) 
~RITE (3,748) NW(l2teiTNWNW(l21 
748 FJRMAJ('O',Tl5e'uRIVER',Tl17elltTl29,1lt 
WRITE (3,749) NW(l3t,ITNWNW{l31 
~RITE (3,750) NW~l4ltllNWNkll4) 
7~9 FaRMATt'O',Tl5, 1 CHEMICAL FEEOtR1 eTll7,ll,Tl29,ll) 
750 FORMATf'O',T15, 1 SPRAYfR 1 ,Tl17,Jl,Tll9,11J 
~RitE (3,75lt NW(l5t,lTNWNW(l5) 
751 FJRMATl 1 0 1 ,Tl5t 1 SLURRY MlXER 1 tT117tlltT129,11) 
•RITE (3,752) NWll6),(TNwNW(lot 
752 F)RMATC 1 01 eT15, 1 SCREENER 1 ,Tll7ell,Tl29,ll) 
W~ITE (3,7S3t NWI17),1TNWNMll7) 
753 FORMATC 1 01 ,Tl5, 1 TOWER CONTROLLER 1 ,Tll7,Il,Tl29,1lt 
W~lTE l3tl54) lNWNWFll8t,ITNwNM(l8) 
754 fORMATl'O',T15, 1 GENERAl HELPER',Tll6,12,Tl28,121 
W~lTE (3,755) lNWNWFtl9),1TNWNWll9) 
755 FaRMATC'O',Tl5t 1 DYE MlXER 1 eTll6,1ZeTl28,12J 
~RITE (3,75a) INWNWFC20),1TNWNWC20) 
756 FJRMATl'O',TlSe 1 SCREENER HELPER 1 tTll6el2eTl2~tl2J 
~~ITE (3,757) INWNWFC2l),ITN~NWC21J 
757 FORMATl 1 01 eTl5e 1 TO•ER HELPER 1 eTll6,l2eTl28tl2J 
W~ITE l3t7366) 
WRITE (3,73671 ITNWPf 
WRITE (3,759) lPAGE 
759 FuRMATl 1 l 1 eT38, 1 DEPARTMENT 13 --- wARfHOLSE RECEIVING SHIPPING 
C '•Tl25e 1 PAGE •,121 
lPAGE a lPAGE + 1 
WRITE (3,763l 
7~3 FORMATt////T26, 1 NUMBER Of WORKERS NECESSARY') 
•RI TE C 3, 7633 t 
7633 FaRMATl'O'eTl5e 1 J08 TITLE',T45,•t WEEKLY SHIFTS',T7,, 1 1 OVERTIME 
C SHIFTS',Tll2, 1 TOTAL/SHIFT 1 ,Tlll,•TOTAL') 
W~ITE (3,7641 H)VRTS,NWC25J,ITNWNWC25) 
764 FJRHATl 1 0 1 eTl5, 1 fOREMAN 1 ,T52,'3',J~,ll,Tll7,1l,Tl29,Ilt 
wRITE (3,765) MXVRTS,NW(26IelTNWNWC261 
765 FJRMATC'O'eTl5, 1 0ROER CLERK1 ,T52,'3',T84ell,Tl17,1l,T129,lll 
WRITE (3,766) NWC27J,ITNWNWC27J 
7 b 6 F 0 k MA H 1 01 , T 1 5 , • C HEM I CAl UNL uAOE k 1 , T ,~ , ' 3' • T 8 Itt 1 0' t T 11 7 , I 1 , T 12 8 , 
c 12) 
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W~lTf (3,767) MXVRTS,NW(28),1TNWNW(28) 
767 FORMATl 1 0 1 ,Tl5, 1 PALLETIZER OPERATOR' eT52e 1 31 eT84,Il,Tll7,Il,Tl29, 
c 11) 
WRITE (3,768) NW(29),JTNWN.l29) 
7&8 FJRMAT('0 1 ,Tl5, 1 FLOOR SCRU86ER',T52,'3',T84,'0',Tll7,ll,Tl29,11J 
WRITE (3,769) NSMlMWEEKtJBEST), HXVRTS,lNWNWFt22), 1TN~NW(22) 
769 FORHATl 1 0 1 eT15, 1 PAllETIZER HtlPER',T52,1ltT84,lltTll6ti2,Tl28,12) 
WRITE (3,770) NSMCHWEEK,JBEST), HXVRTSfiNWNWf(23), ITNWNW(23) 
770 FORHATl 1 01 ,Tl5, 1 PALLET ORIVER',T52,1lt 84tll,Tll6,12,Tl28,12) 
-~ITE (3,771) NSHlH•EEK,J8ESTJ, HXVRTS,INWNWf(24), ITNWNW(24) 
771 FORHATl'O',Tl5, 1 PROOuCTICN DRIVER 1 ,T52,ll,T84tll,Tl1o,12,T128,12) 
ITNWNW(31) = lliPkOO- l)/22500)•NWl31) + 1 
ITNWNWl32J =(((PROD- 1J/22500J*NW&32) + 1 
NW3CO = 1TNWNW(3l)/3 
NW2CO = CITNWNW(3l) - NW3C0)/2 
~WlCO = ITNWNWl31) - NW2CD- NW3CD 
NWJWH = ITNWNW(32)/3 
~W2WH = &ITN~NW(32)- NW3WHJ/2 
NWlWH = 1TNWNW&32) - NW2~H- NW3WH 
WRITE (3,7703) 
7703 FORHAT( 1 0 1 eT15, 1 CREW DRIVER 1 ,T52, 1 3 1 ,T84, 1 01 ) 
WRITE (3,7704) NWlCD 
7704 FORHATl 1 01 eT108, 1 0A¥ 1 eTll5el3) 
WRITE (3,7705) NW2CO 
7705 FORMAT&• •,T108, 1 EVENING 1 ,Tll5,13) 
W~ITE (3,7706) NW3CO,ITNWNW(31) 
7706 FORMAT(' 1 eT108,'NlGHT 1 ,Tl15tl3,T127,13t 
WRITE (3,7707) 
1101 FORMATl 1 0 1 tfl5t 1 WARE~OUSEHAN',T52t 1 3 1 tT84,'0 1 ) 
wRITE (3,7704) NWlWH 
WRITE &3,7705) N•2WH 
W~ITE (3,7706) NW3WH,ITNWNW&32) 
ITNWWH • IVNWWH + ITNWNWl31) + ITN•NW&32) + NVNWWH + NW&33) + 
: NWl34J + NW(35) 
JTNWNWl36) • ITC28SCMWEEK)/liCSPH*40) + 1 
NW3RC • 1TNWNW(36)/3 
NW30R • (NW3RC - 1)/3 
NW2RC a (ITNWNWl36) - NWlRCJ/2 
NW20R = lNW2RC - 1)/3 
NWlRC a ITNWNW(36) - NW2RC- NW3RC 
NWlOR • (NWlRC - lJ/3 
lTNWNWl37) = NwlOR + NW20R + NW30R 
JSJZE = 1 11011 lflNS4PUC&HXHETHeiSIZEeJ8EST,MWEEK)) 7708,7708,7709 
1108 ~SOPT4 = 0 
ISIZE = ISIZE + 1 lfliSIZE- 4) 77077,77077,77099 
7709 NSDPT4 = 3 77099 IT~WPS s ITNWNW(36) + ITNWNW(37) + NSOPT~*CNMC38) + NMC39)) 
ITNWMS • 0 
00 77777 JOB = 46,50 
ITNWNWIJ081 = NWCJ08)*3 
ITNWMS a ITNWHS + ITNWNWCJ08) 
11111 CONTINU£ 
ITNWMS = ITNWMS + lTNWNWl4) 
ITN•MF s 0 
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DO 77778 JOB :s 52,60 
ITNWHF • ITNWMF + NW(J08) 
77778 CONTINUE 
N~N = ITNWPP + ITNWPF + ITNWWH + ITNWPS + ITNWHS + lTNWMf 
NAV8lW • NEHPLY - NWN 
ISUMW • 0 
DO 77999 JOB = 40,45 
ISUMW • ISUMW + NW(J08) 
77999 CONTINUE 
IF&NAV8LW - 3 - NSCLSR*ISUMWj 77788,77888,77888 
77788 N~28H = 3 + NSCLSR*ISUHW - NAVBLW 
NSDPT5 • NSCLSR 
1 TNWNW(30) = 3 
NAVCl = 3 
GO TO 786 
77888 IFCNSSCL - 3) 779,779,778 
778 NNSSCl • 3 
GO TO 780 
779 NNSSCL • NSSCl 
780 lFtCNAVBLW- 3)/ISUMW- NNSSCLI 782,781,781 
781 NSDPT5 • NNSSCl 
GO TO 783 
782 NSDPT5 • CNAVBLW- 3)/ISUMW 
78 3 NSSCL • NSSCL - NSDPT5 
NAVCl a NAVBLW - ISUMW*NSOPT5 
IFCNAVCl - 10) 784,784,785 
784 ITNWNWl30) a NAVCl 
NEMPlf • 0 
GO TO 786 
785 ITNWNW(30) • 10 
NEMPLF = NAVCL - 10 
786 ITNWWH = ITNWWH + ITNWNWI30) 
IT~WCl = 0 
DO 77799 JOB = 40,45 
lTNWNWCJ08) = NWCJ08l*NSOPT5 
ITNWCL :a ITNWCL + JTNWNW(JOBI 
77799 CONTINUE 
NW3Cl = ITNWNWC30J/3 
NW2Cl a CITNWNW(30) - NW3Cl)/2 
NWlCl = ITNWNWC301 - NW2Cl - NW3CL 
WR l T E C 3, 7871 
787 FORHATl 1 0 1 ,Tl5, 1 CLEANER 1 ,T52, 1 31 ,T84t 1 0'1 
W~ITE (3,77041 NWlCl 
WRITE (3,7705) NW2Cl 
WRITE (3,77061 NW3Cl,ITNWNW,10) 
WU TE C3, 788) 788 FORMATC 1 0 1 ,T15, 1 TOWMOTOR REPAIRER',T52,'l',T84,'0',T117,•l•,Tl29t 
c • 1 1 ) 
WRITE (3, 789) 
789 FJRMAT& 1 0 1 ,Tl5, 1 PAllET REPAIRER'eT52e'l',T84,'0',T117e'l',Tl29, 
c • 1 1 ) 
WRITE C 3t 790) 790 FORMAT& 1 o 1 ,Tl5, 1 SPECIAL SET-UP ORIVER 1 el52t 1 11 tT84, 1 01 elll7e 1 11 t 
C Tl29,'1 1 ) 
WRITE (3,73661 
WRITE (3,7367a ITNWWH 
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~RITE (3,7921 IPAGE 
792 FURMAT( 1 l 1 eT3a,•DEPARTHENT 14 --- PROCtSSlNG AND HANDLING Of SCRAP 
C • • T125e 'PALIE • ,121 
lPAGE = lPAGE + 1 
1 F l NSDPT 4) 79b6, 7966,7968 
7966 •RITE (3,79671 
7967 FORHATl///Tl5, 1 DcPARTMENT ~OJ IN OPER~TIUN THIS ~EEK 1 ) 
7968 wU TE l 3, 791) 
797 FJRHAT( 1 0 1 eTl5, 1 NUMBER OF WEEKLY SH1FTS 1 ,T52,'3 1 1 
-~lTE (3,79711 ITC2~S(MWtEKI 
7971 FORHATl'O',T15, 1 NUMBER OF OVERTIME SHlFTS 1 ,T52t 1 0 1 ,Tb~, 
C 'APPROXIMATE; OF CASES TO dE SCRAPPEU 1 ,17) 
W~ 1 TE l 3, 763 I 
wHTE (3,799901 
79~90 FuRMATl 1 01 eTl5, 1 JOB TlTLE 1 ,TlO~.·~HlFT--TOTAl/SH1fT',Tl27,•TUTAL 1 1 
lTNWNWl381 = NW(381*NSDPT4 
ITNWNW(391 = NW(39J*NSOPT4 
~~ITE (3,7981 NW(381tiTNWNW(38) 
798 FJRHAT( 1 01 ,Tl5, 1 FOREHAN 1 tlll7til,Tl29tlll 
800 wRITE (3,801) 
801 FURMAT( 1 01 ,Tl5, 1 RECYCLER 1 ) 
-~ITE (3,77041 N•lRC 
•RITE (3,7705) N~2RC 
W~lTE (3,77061 NW3RC,lTNWNW(3bl 
WRITE (3,802) 
802 FORMATI'O',Tl5, 1 0RIVER 1 1 
•~ITE 13.7704) NWlOR 
wRITE (3,7705) NW2DR 
WRITE (3,7706) NW30R,ITNWNW(371 
WRITE (3,8031 NWt39),1TNwN•l39) 
803 FORHAT( 1 0 1 ,Tl5, 1 UTILITY 1 tll17ell,Tll9tll) 
WR I TE 13, 7366) 
WH TE t 3, 7367) ITNWPS 
WRITE (3,805) IPAGE 
805 FJRHATI'1'• T43, 1 0EPARTMENT 15 --- SPtCIAl CARTON lAbELING 1 ,Tl25t 
C 'PAGE 'el21 
IPAGE • IPAGE + 1 
IF(NSOPT5t 810,8l0e811 
810 WRITE (3,7967) 
I TNWCL = 0 
GO TO 8618 
811 wRITE (3,743) NSOPT5 
wRI TE (3, 79741 I 
797~1 FJRMAT( 1 01 ,Tl5, 1 NUMBER OF OVERTI~t SHlfTS 1 tT52,'0'1 
wRITE (3,763) 
~tRITE (3,7261 
W~ITE (3,7251 NWC40),1TNWNW(40) 
WRITE (3,8121 NW(4llelTNWNW(411 
812 FlRMAT( 1 0 1 eT15, 1 MACHINE OPERATOR 1 eT117tl1tT129,1ll 
wRITE (3,8131 NW(42J,ITN~NWt42J 
813 FORMATl'O' ,T15,•UTILITV 1 ,Tl17tlltTll9tlU 
•RITE (3,8l't) NWC43J.ITNWNWl't3) 
814 FORMAT( 1 01 ,Tl5, 1 PACKER 1 ,Tll7ei1,Tl29ellJ 
wRITE (3,815) NW('t4),1JNWNW(44) 
815 F)RMATl 1 01 ,Tl5, 1 liNE WORKER 1 ,Tll7tlleT129elll 
WRITE (3,81bJ N~('t5),1TN~NW(45J 
57 
81 b F 0 R MAT I ' 0' , Tl 5 , 1 CR I V E R 1 a T 117 , ll, T l L 9 , l U 
•Rl TE l3, 7366) 
INR IT E (3, 736 1t ITNwCL 
8616 MKllt (3,bld) lPAGE 
818 FJ~MATl'l'• T47,'0EPARTMENT fb --- M1S,EllANEOUS 1 ,Tl25, 1 PA~E 1 ,12) 
IPAGE = IPAGE + 1 
~RITE (3,791) 
•RITE (3,746) MXVRTS 
-.RITE (3,7631 
wiHTE (3,726) 
•RITE (3,820J N•(46),1T~WN~(~6) 
820 FORMATI'O',Tl5,'SHIFT SUPERVIS0~ 1 .Tll7e1l,T129ell) 
W~ITE (3,821J NW(471,ITNWNW(47) 
821 fJRMAT4 1 0',Tl~,•POWER PLANT UPtRlTOR',T117tll,T129,IlJ 
•RITE (3,822) NW(48J,ITN•NWl48J 
822 FJRMAT4'0 1 ,T15,'ELECTRICIAN',J117,11ell29t11) 
wRITE (3,a23) NW(49J,ITN•N•l~9) 
823 FORMAT( 1 01 ,Tl5e 1 STOREROOM OPERATOR 1 ,Ti17,Il,Tl29,11J 
•RITE (3,824) NW(50J,ITN•Nh(50) 
82~ FORMAT( 1 0',Tl5, 1 SANITATION wURKEK 1 ,Tll7tll,Tl29,11J 
W~ITE (3,825) IN•NWf(~J,ITNWN•(~) 
825 FJRMATl'O',Tl5t 1 MECHANIC 1 ,Tll7elltll28ti2J 
IIIRITE (3,7366) 
WRITE ( 3 ,7367) I TNWMS 
w~ITE (3,82o) IPAGE 
826 FURMAT('l'• T~~•'DEPARTMENT i7 ---MANAGEMENT AND OffiCE 1 ,Tl25 1 C 'PAGE •,I2) 
IPAGE = !PAGE + 1 
lfU TE (3 ,827J 
827 FORMATl///Tl5,'0AY WORK ONLY EXCEPT FOR COMPUTER TECHNOlOGISTS') 
•RITE (3,726) 
WRITE (3,828) NW(52) 
828 FuRMATl 1 0 1 eT15e 1 PlANT MANAGEK 1 tll29,11) 
•RITE (3,829t NW(53J 
829 FJ~MATC 1 0 1 tT15t 1 CHIEf ENGINEER 1 eT129ellJ 
liRITE &3,830t NW(54) 
830 FORMATl'0 1 tll5t 1 SAFETY EN~INEER',Tl29,111 
W:U TE (3 ,831) NW( 55) 
831 FJRMAT( 1 0 1 ,Tl5, 1 TIME STUDY ENGINEER 1 ,Tl29ell) 
liRI TE 13,832) NWC5bJ 
832 FORMAT( 1 0 1 , Tl5t 'PERSONNEL MANAGER' , Tl29 .IU 
W~ITE (3,833) NWI57) 
833 FORMAT( 1 01 tT15, 1 SCHEOULER 1 tT129tllJ 
N•3CT a N~(58)/3 
~w2CT = lN~(581 - NW3CTI/2 
~WiCT = NWl581 - NW2CT - N~lCJ 
WRITE (3,834) 
834 FORMAT( 1 Q1 ,Tl5, 1 COMPuTER TECHNOLUGISJ 1 ) 
w~ITE (3,7704) NWlCT 
WRITE (3,7705) NW2CT 
wU TE (3,770o) N~3CT.Nwl58) 
w~ITE (3,835) NW(59) 
835 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,Tl5, 1 KEYPUNCHER 1 ,T129tll) 
•Rl TE (3,83o) NWI60) 836 ~JRMAT( 1 0 1 ,T15, 1 0FFICE WORKER 1 ,Tl28tl2) 
~RITE 13,7366) 
58 
WRITE (3,73671 ITNWMF 
N•N: NWN + lTNWCL + ITNWNWllO) 
WRITE (3,836b) NEMPLY 
8366 FORMATl///TlOO, 'I WORKERS NOW tMPLuYEO 1 ell27el3t 
W~lTE l3e837t NWN 
837 FORMAT(////TlOO,'TOTAL I WORKERS NEEOCO 1 eT126,J4) 
JF(NW2BHI 8367,83673,8368 
83673 IFtNEMPLFJ 8370,8370,8367 
8367 WRITE (3,8381 NEMPLF 
838 FO~MATI///TlOO,•t WORKERS TO BE ON LAYOff'eTll7el3) 
GO TO 8370 
8368 ~RITE (3,83691 NW2BH 
8369 FJRMATI///TlOO,•t WORKERS TO BE HlRtO 1 tT126,14) 
8370 MWEEK ~ M~EEK + 1 







DIMENSION Yll06,4), YCll06), YAYCtl06), HRl~t21, MSl~e2), 
C 1YFORC53), IAVGRTllt), MAXRHit), CPC.llt), HOff(lt), HXC.Pllt), X0f(4), 
: NWl60,, NWF(It,60), WAGEl60), SHFT~(l), SHfTCl3), AVGSOllt,, 
C ISINVC4), INV(4), I4HTNlltl, NSllO,It,l), MINSH(4), XMXAt4), 
C LCOM8(4), KXCM(4), LXCM(4), MNCOM(It), KKCMt4,2), VCSTPCl4e2), 
C ~HRSllOt4e2), MOUTPR(l0t4e2), lf0Ml~t28), MXPHSl4), lHGlNVllt), 
C 8TVCPC(l0.~), 8MVCPCt27,2), TBVCPCllt), LVL(4), NWNWfllt,60), 
: NPOHll0,4,2), MR4PUCl~eltt2e2), NSitPUCl~t4tle2), ~H4PU(.(It,ltt2t2lt 
C NSM(2e2), NVRT$(4), INWNWftoO), ITN•NW(60), MACHSTl~t2)f 






LPOHR = IAMTNliSllEI/MAXRTliSIZEl + 1 
IFllPDHR - 36) 210,210,211 
210 lCOMBllSilEI = 1 
I COMB = 1 
NS l 1, I Sl ZE, U z 0 
NS1 = 4 NS(l,lSIZEe21 a l 
~$2 a 1 
IPOHR = 0 
CAll RTLOOP 
211 lfllPDHR - 72) 212,212,220 
212 1Fl2- LCOMBIISIZEJ) 213,213t2lt 
213 l:OMBllSIZEI = 2 
214 ICOMB = 2 
NSl2tlSIZE.11 = 1 
~s 1 z 1 
NSl2,ISIZE,21 = 1 
NS2 = 1 
IFILPDHR - 601 215,215,217 
215 I POHR a 24 
216 CALL RTLOOP 
IPOHR a IPOHR + 6 
IFliPOHR- 421 216,220,220 
217 IFlLPDHR - 661 218,218,219 
218 IPOHR = 30 
GO TO 216 
219 IPDHR a 36 
GO TO 216 
220 IF\LPJHR- 901 22le22lt221t 
221 1FC3- LCOMBliSilEJ) 222,223,223 
222 lCOMBliSIZEl = 3 
22 3 I COMB = 3 
NSC3,1SIZE,ll • 0 
NSl a It 
NSC3,1SIZEt21 • 2 
NS2 a 2 
I POHR = 0 
CALL RTLOOP 
224 IFClPOHR - 126) 225,225,233 
225 IF'4- lCOMBliSllfll 226,227,227 
60 
2 2 6 l C u MB (( S ll E ) = 4 
227 ICOMB = 4 
N~l~tiSIZE.1l = 1 
NSl = 1 
NS(~,tSilE.2) = 2 
NSl = 2 
lflLPOHR - 1141 228,228,230 
22 8 I PDHR a 2~ 
229 CALL R TlllUP 
IPOHR = IPDHR + b 
lfliPDHR- 42) 229,233.233 
230 lF(LPDHR - 120) 231,231,232 
231 IPDHR = 30 
GO TO 229 
212 IPOHR = 36 
GO TO 229 
233 lfCLPOHR - 158) 234,234,237 
234 1Fl5- lCOMBliSIZEl) 235,236,236 
235 LCOMBCISIZEI = 5 
236 ICOMB = 5 
NS(5,1SIZEt11 = 0 
NS1 = 4 
NS(5,ISIZE,21 = 3 
~~2 = 3 IPDHR ,. 0 
Clll RTLOOP 
237 lfCLPOHR - 180) 238,238,251 
238 IFC6- LCOMBCISilE)) 239,240,240 
2 3 9 l: 0 MB C IS IZE ) = 6 
2~0 ICOP48 = 6 
NS(6,ISIZE,1) • 2 
~S1 = 2 
NSl6,ISILE,21 = 2 
NS2 : 2 
lfCLPOHR - 1521 241,241,248 
241 I POHR = 62 
242 CALL R TLOOP 
IFliPDHR- 701 243,244,24~ 
243 IPDHR a 70 
!;0 TO 242 
2ft~ IPDHR = 76 
GO TO 2~2 
24~ IFCIPOHR- 841 246,247,251 
2~6 IPOHR = 84 
GO TO 242 
21t 7 I POHR = 90 
GO TO 242 
248 IFllPOHR - 1601 21t3e243e21t9 
249 IFllPDHR - 1661 244,244,250 
250 IFCLPOHR - 174) 246,246,247 
251 lF(LPDHR- 1941 252t252t259 
2,2 IFC7- LCOMBtiSIZE)) 253,254,254 
253 LCOMBCISIZEI • 7 
254 ICOMB = 7 
NS(7,1SIZE,1) = 1 
NS1 • 1 
61 
NS(7,ISIZE,2) = 3 
NS2 = 3 
lfllPOHR - 182) 255,255,2577 
2 5 5 1 P 0 HR = 2 4 
256 CAll RTlOOP 
IPDHR : IPOHR + 6 
IF(IPOHR- 42) 256,259,259 
2577 lfllPDHR - 188) 257,257,258 
257 IPOHR = 30 
GO TO 256 
258 IPOHR a 36 
GO TO 256 
259 lF&lPOHR- 248) 260e260e273 
260 IF&S- lCOMB&ISilE)) 261,262,262 
261 lCOHBCISIZEI = 8 
262 ICOMB • 8 
NS&8,ISllE,11 = 2 
NSl = 2 
NSl8eiSIZEe2) = 3 
NS2 • 3 
lf(lPOHR - 220) 263,263,270 
263 IPOHR • 62 
264 CALL RTLOOP 
IF&IPDHR- 70) 265,266,267 
265 IPOHR • 70 
GO TO 264 
266 I POHR = 76 
GO TO 264 
267 lfliPOHR- 84) 268,269,273 
268 I POHR • 84 GO TO 264 
269 I PDHR • 90 
GO TO 264 
270 IF&LPOHR - 228) 265,265,271 
271 lf(LPOHR - 234) 266,266,272 
272 lf&LPOHR - 242J 268e268e269 
273 IF&9- LCOHBllSIZE)I 274,275,275 
274 L:OHB&ISilE) = 9 
275 ICOHB a 9 
NS(9,1SIZE,1) • 3 
NSl = 3 
NS(9,1SIZE,2) • 3 
NS2 • 3 
JFCLPDHR- 268) 276,276,278 
276 IPDHR. • 110 
277 CAll RTLOOP 
JPOHR • JPDHR + 8 
Jf(IPDHR- 166) 277,289,289 
278 IF(LPOHR - 276) 279,279,280 
279 I POHR • 118 
GO TO 277 
280 IFClPDHR - 284t 281,281,282 
281 IPDHR • 126 
GO TO 277 
282 IFCLPOHR - 2921 283,293,284 
283 IPDHR • 13lt 
62 
GO TO 277 
28~ IFtlPOHR - 3001 285,285,286 
28 5 IPOHR = 142 
GO TO 277 
286 IF(LPDHR- 308) 287,287,288 
287 IPDttR z 150 
GO TO 277 
2 8 8 I P 0 HR = 15 8 





c 0 l~~~~~~~.!'t2eG:li4I~'A~~~j,~t!ct~2?!J.~A~Ff!l."~iZPf!i. X0f(4), 
C N•C60), NWFC~t60), WAGEl60), SHFTO(J), SHFTC(3), AVGSOl4J, 
C ISINV(~), INVl4J, IAMTN(4), NSC1Ut4t21t MINSH(4), XHXAl4), 
C LCOM8(4), KXCMl4), LXCMC4), MNCUM(4), KKCMl4,2)l VCSTPC(4,2) 1 C NHRSl10,4,2), HOUTPR(10t4r2), lf0R(4,28), HXPHS 4), 18GINVl4), 
C BTVCPC(10,4), BHVCPCl27,21t TBVCPCl4), LVLl4), NWNWF(4,60), 
C ~PDH(l0,4,2), HR4PUCC4t4t2e2), NS4PUC(4,4t2t2J, NH4PUC(4,4,2,2J, 
C NSH&2,2), NVRJS(4), INWNWf(60), ITNwNiiC60t. MACHSH4,2), 
: IFOR1(~), 1FOR2(4), Nf8HRS(4,2), 1POH(4,2), NWSl4,2), ITC26Sl2J 




00 2933 ISIZE=l,4 
IFILCOHBCISIZEJ - 9) 291,290,290 
290 MINSHllSIZEI = NS(9,1SIZEtll 
GO TO 2933 
291 LXCOHB • LCOHBliSllEI 
MlNSHllSIZEJ = NSCLXCOMBtlSIZEtll 
LLC • LCOHBllSIZEJ 
DO 293 ICOHB • LlCtB 
lFlNS(lXCOHB,ISilE,l) - NSllCOHB•ltlSIZEtlJ) 293,293,292 
292 LXCOHB = ICOHB + 1 
HINSHllSIZEJ • hSCICOMB+ltlSIZEtll 
29 3 CON Tl NUE 
293 3 CONTINUE 
HINSHP = HINSH(1) 
HSIZE = 1 DO 295 !SIZE = 2,4 lflHINSHIHSIZEJ - HINSHllSllt)) 294,295,295 
294 HSIZE = ISIZE 
MINSHP • HINSHCISIZEI 
295 CONTINUE 
DO 30 1 I S ll E • 1, 4 
LXCHliSIZE) • 10 
<XCH(ISILEl = LCOHB(ISILE) 
lf(LCOHB(ISIZEJ - 91 296,3000,3000 
296 LLC = LCOH8(1SIZE) 
OJ 300 ICOHH=LLC,8 
IFlBTVCPC(KXCMllSllE),ISllf)- BTVCPCClCOMB+ltlSilEJJ298,297,297 
297 LXCH( I SIZEl = KXCHUSilE) 
KXCMliSllEI =!COMB+ 1 
GO TO 300 298 IFlBTVCPC(LXCHliSIZEJ,ISIZE)- HTVCPCCICOHB+l,ISIZEJJ 300,300,299 
299 LXCHliSIZEt = ICOHB + 1 
300 CONTINUE 3000 XJfliSIZE) = BTVCPCllXCHllSlZE),lSllf) - BTVCPCCKXCHClSILE),JSllE) 
301 CONTINUE 
XHNOF = XOFUt 
HNOSIZ • 1 
DO 303 !SIZE : 2.4 
IF,XOf(HNDSIZJ - XOf(ISilfjJ 303t303t302 
302 ~~DSIZ = ISIZE 
64 
X~NOF = XOF(ISIZE) 
30 3 CON Tl NUE 
BMVCPClJWEEKS,l) • 0.0 
lTOTPR = 0 
DO 304 !SIZE a 1e4 
~~VCPC(JWEEKSell = BMVCPClJWEEKSell + STVCPC(KXCM(ISl~EielSilEI/~. 
ITJTPR 2 ITOTPR + NP~HlKXCH&lSJZEJ,JSllE,11*MOUTPR,KXCM(jSJlEI, 
C lSIZE.l) + NPOH(KXCMliSIZEit1Silte21*HOUTPRlKXCM(lSllEI,JSIZE,21 
304 CON Tl NUE 
TOTPR a ITOTPR 
R = 240.0*PFNVC/TOTPR 
8~VCPC&JWEEKSe1) = SMVCPClJWEEKStll + 240.0*PFNVC/TOTPR 
8~VCPC(JWEEKS,21 = 8MVCPClJkEEKSe11 + XMNOF 
00 305 18EST = 1.2 
OJ 305 ISIZE a 1,4 
KKC~&ISIZE,IBEST) • KXCM&ISJLEI 
305 CON Tl NUE 
KKCMlMNOSile2) = LXCMCMNOSll) 
30b lf(MINSHP - 3) 307,3277,3277 
307 LCl = LCOM8( U 
OJ 32 7 2 MNC 1 = LC le 9 
HNCOM(l) • MNC1 
lf(NS(~NC0Ml11,lel) - MINSHPI 308,3~8,3272 30 8 NS I a NS ( MNC OM ( U , 1, 2) 
LC2 a LCOM8,2) 
DO 3271 MNC2 a LC2,9 
MNC0Ml21 • MNC2 
lflNSCHNCOMl2),2,11- MJNSHP) 3u9,3Q9,3271 
309 1FlNSlMNCOH(2),2,21- NSI) 3l0e310e311 
310 NSJ a NS I 
GO TO 312 
311 NSJ • NS(KNCuH(2),2,2) 
312 LC3 • LCOM8(3) 
Ol 3270 MNC3 = LC3,9 
MNCOH(31 • HNC3 
lflNSlMNCOMC31,3tll- MINSHPI 313e31le3270 
313 IF(NSlHNCOHl3),3,2)- NSJ) 314e314e315 
314 NSK • NSJ 
GO TO 3lb 
315 NSK • NSIMNCOM(3),3,2) 
3lb LC4 • LCOM8(41 
00 327 MNC4 • LC4,9 
HNCOMC 4) • MNC4 
lflNSCHNCOHl4le4e11 - HINSHPI 317e317e327 
317 JF(NS(MNCOMl4)e4e2)- NSK) 318e318e319 
318 NSL • NSK GO TO 320 
319 NSL • NSCMNCOMC4Ie4e2) 
320 THVC • 0.0 
ITOTPR • 0 
00 321 ISIZE a le4 
T~VC • THVC + 8TVCPClHNCOM(ISIZti!ISilEI/4eO 
ITOTPR • ITOTPR + NPOHlHNCOMClSJltleiSllE,li*MOUTPR(MNCOMliSllEit 
C lSllE,l)+ NPOHCMNCOM(ISIZEie1Silfe2)*HOUTPRCMNtOHliSilE),JSILE,21 
321 CONTINUE 
TOTPR • JTOTPR 
65 
T~VC • TMVC - C3 - NSLI*40.0*Pf~VC/TOTPR 
IFCTMVC- BMVCPCCJWEEKS,l)l 322,322,32~ 122 8~VCPC(JWEEKS,2) = BMVCPCCJWEEKS,l) 
BMVCPC(JWEEKSel) = TMVC 
l 0 32 3 I S I l E = 1 , 4 
KKCMCISJZE,2l • KKCMCJSJlE,ll 
KKCNCISIZE,l) • MNCONCISllEt 32 3 CO~ Tl NUE 
GO TO 3266 
324 IFCJWEEKS - 3) 32~~.12~~.3266 
324~ IFCTNVC- 8MVCPCCJWEEKS,2lt 325,3266,3266 325 8NVCPCCJWEEKS,2) • TNVC 
DO 326 ISIZE = lt4 
<(CNCISJZE,21 • NNCONCISIZE) 32 6 CON Tl NUE 
3266 ~I~SHP = MINSHP + 1 
GO TO 306 
327 CON Tl NUE 







OIHENSION Y(l0b,4), YCC10b), YAYC&lOo), MR&4,2)J HSC4e£), 
C IYFORC53), IAVGRT(~), HAXRTC~J, CPC&4J, HOff(4 , HXCP&~J, X0f(4), 
C ~•(60), NWFC~e60), ~AGE&60), SHFJ0(3), SHFTCC3J, AVGSO(~), 
C ISINVC~J. INV(~), IAHTN&~J, NS(l0,~,2J, HINSH(~J, XM~AC4), 
: LCOH8(~J. KXCHl~), LXCH(41, HNCOHC4Je KKCM(4,2), VCSTPCC4,2), 
C NHRS(10,~.2J, HOUTPRC10,4,2), IFOR(4,28), HXPHSC4), lBGINV(~J, 
C 8TVCPCC10,4J, BHVCPC(27,2J, TBV~PCt4), LVLC4), NWNWf(~,bOJe 
C NPOH( 10.~.2), MR~PUC(4,4,2,~), NS4PUC(4,4,2e21t NH4PUC.(4,4t2e2), 
C NSMC2,2J, NVRTSC~), INWNWFC60), ITNIIINW(60), MALHSH't,2)T 
C lfOR1(4), IFOR2C~I. Nf8HRS&4,2), IPOH(4,2), NW$(~,2), 1 C28Sl2) 
COMMON ISIZE,IWEEKS,JWEEKS,HAXRT,IPOHR,NSl,NS2eiCOH~,lAMJN,lCSPH, 
C TVC,IHRS,IRT,IAVGRT,TVRC,NIIIf,N•,KHRS,TVPLC,wAG~eAVGS0 1 L~OHB,hS, C (P0HR,MXPHS,CPC,NOUTPR,NC2BSeNPOHRSeNPOHeHR4PUC,NS~PUL,NSSS, 
C CHRS,BTVCPC,NHRS,HINSH,KKCH,SHVCPC,LPOHR,HOUTPR,NH~PUC,NNHRS,NHR, ~ lSKIP,PFNVC 
lf(IPOHR) 358,358,359 
358 IPOHR = 0 
NOUTPR = 0 
GJ TO 3659 
359 NOUTPR • (IAMTNCISilE)- HXPHS&NS2J*HAXRTllSIZE))/lPOHR + l 
IFCNOUTPRI 3599,3599,3659 3599 NOUTPR = 0 
3659 KPOHR • IPOHR 
360 I R T = NOUTPR 
IPOHR : KPOHR 
NSSS • NSl 
GO TO &361,362,363,364), NSl 
361 CAll NSHONE 
GO TO 365 
362 CALL NSHTWO 
GO TO 365 
363 CAll NSHTHR 
GJ TO 365 
364 CAll NSHZER 
365 TYRC = TVC 
NHR • IHRS 
NPOHRS • I POHR 
NNHRS = CIAMTNCISIZEI - KPOHR*NOUTPR)IHAXRT(ISIZEJ + 1 lf(NNHRSJ 948,948,899 
8~9 lfCNS2- 21 900,911,926 
900 IFCNNHRS - 24) 901,901,903 
901 IPOHR • 2~ 
902 IRT • CIAHTN&ISIZE)- KPOHR*NOUTPR)/IPDHR 
CALL 8ESTRT 
IPOHR • IPOHR + 6 
IFCIPOHR- ~2) 902,9~5,945 
903 IF&NNHRS - 30) 904,904,905 
90~ IPOHR = 30 
GO TO 902 
905 IPOt-R • 36 
GO ro 902 
911 lf(NNHRS - 62) 912,912,919 
912 IPOHR • 62 
913 IRT • CIAMTNCISIZEJ - KPOHR*NOUTPRJ/IPOHR 
CALL BESTRT 
67 
lf(IPOHR- 70J 914,915,916 914 lPOHR • 70 
GO TO 913 
91 5 I P 0 HR = 76 
GO TO 913 
916 IF&IPOHR- 84J 917,918,945 
91 1 I P OHR • 84 
GO TO 913 
91 8 I P 0 HR = 9 0 
GO TO 913 
919 IFCNNHRS- 70J 914,914,920 
920 IF(NNHRS- 76) 915,915,921 
921 lf(NNHRS - a•a 917,917,918 
926 IF&NNHRS - 110l 927,927,929 
927 IPOHR • 110 
928 IRT • liAMTN(ISIZE)- KPOHR•NOUTPRJ/IPOHR CALL BESTIH 
IPOHR • IPOHR + 8 
IF(IPOHR- 166. 928,9.5,945 
929 IF&NNHRS- 118t 930,930,931 
930 IPOHR • 118 
GO TO 928 
931 IF(NNHRS- 126) 932,932,933 
932 IPOHR • 126 
GO TO 928 
933 lF(NNHRS - 13.) 93~,934,935 
934 IPOHR = 134 
GO TO 928 
935 lf(NNHRS - 142) 936,936,937 
936 I POHR a 142 
GO TO 928 
937 lf&NNHRS - 150J 938,938,939 
938 IPOHR a 150 
GO TO 928 
939 IPOHR • 158 
GO TO 928 
9~5 ~OUTPR • NOUTPR + 30 
IF&NOUTPR- MAXRTlJSJZEJJ 360,360L946 
9~6 lf(NOUTPR - MAXRT(ISllE) - 201 941,948,948 9.7 ~OUTPR • MAXRTliSIZEl 





DIMENSION Yll06,4), YC(l06j, YA1C(106j, HR(4,2J, HS(4,2J, 
C IYFOR&53J, IAVGRT(4), HAXRT&4J, CPC(4), HOff(~), HXCP(~), XOf&~J, 
C N~(60t, NWF(4,60t, wA~EC6Q), SHFT0&3J, SHfTC&3J, AVGSD&~J, 
C 1SlNVl4J, INV(4), 1AMfN(4), NSC1Ut~t2J, M1NSH(4), XHXA(~), 
C LCOH8(4), KXCH(4J, lXCM(4), MNCuH(4), KKCM&4,2), VCSTPC&4,2), 
C NHRS(10,4e2J, MOUTPR&l0,4,2J, 1FOR&~,28), MXPHSC41t IBGINV(4), 
C 8TVCPC(l0e4), 8MVCPC(27,2), T8VCPC(4), LVl(~), N~N~f(~e60j, 
C ~POH(l0e4e2), MR4PUC(4,4e2e2J, NS4PUCC4t4t2t21e NH4PUCC~t4t2e2J, 
C NSM(2,21. NVRTS&4J, INWNWF(6U'- 1TN~N~(60), HACHSH4,2h 






NSSS = NS2 
GO TO (366,367,368,369), NS2 
366 CAll NSHGNE 
GO TO 370 
367 CAll NSHTWO 
GO TO 370 
368 ~4ll NSH THR 
GO TO 370 
369 CAll NSHZER 
370 llUTP a IPOHR*IRT + KPOrlR*NOUTPR 
IF&IOUTPI 374,374,3700 
3700 TCPC = lTVRC + TVC)/(IPOHR*lRT + KPuHR*NOUTPR) 
IFCTCPC- BTVCPCllCOMB,ISllEII 371,371,374 
371 BTVCPC&ICOMB,ISIZEI • TCPC 
NHRS&ICOHB,ISIZEtlJ = NHR 
~PUHCICOHB,ISilf,l) = NPOHRS 
HOUTPRCICOMB,lSIZE,lJ • NOUTPR 
NHRS&ICOMBelSllEe21 • IHRS 
NPOHCICOMBtiSIZE,2) • IPOHR 





DIMENSION Yll06,~), YCC106), YAYCll06), MRI~t2J, HSI~e2)J 
C IYFORI53J, IAYGRT(~J, HAXRTl~J. CPCl~), HOFF(~), HXCPI~, XDfl~J, 
~ NW(60), NWFC~t60), WAGEI601t SHFT0(3), SHFTCI3), AVGSOt~J, C ISINY(~), INV(~), IAHTNI~I, NSllOt4t21t HINSH(~), XHXA(~I. 
C LCOHB(~), KXCHC~), LXCH(~), HNCOH(~), KKCHI~t21, VCSTPCI~t21r 
C ~HRSll0.~.21, HOUTPRllO,~el), lfORl~t28), HX~HSl~l, 18GlNYl41t C 8TVCPCC10e4), BHVCPC(27e21, TBVCPC(~), LYLC~), NWNWfl4,60), 
~ ~POHll0,4.2), HR4PUCt~.4t2t21t NS~PUCC4t4t2t21, NH~PUC 4t4t2t21t 
~ ~SMC2e2), NYRTSC~), lNWNWFl60I, ITN~W(6Q), HACHST(~,l)f 




C C~RSeBTVCPC,NHRS,HINSHeKKCH,~HVCPCelPOHR,HOUTPR,NH4PUCeNNHRS 1 NHR, C ISKIP,PFNYC 
lFIISKIPl 855,855,897 
855 IHRS a 48 CHRS a 4 .0 
lFtiPOHR- 2~J 89,89,86 
86 IFIIPOHR- 30J 87,87,88 87 lHRS a ~8 
CHRS • 52.0 GO TO 89 
88 IHRS • 56 
CHRS • 68.0 
89 CALl PROOlC 
897 lHRP a IIHRS- 8J/2 
NC28S •CillHRS-8-IHRPI•lJRT••211/1AYGRTtlSilEII•0.2 + lHRP• C CCCCIRT••21/IAVGRTCISilEII*0•21 + IRT/21 IF&ISKIPI 898,898,8999 
898 S~C • NC28S•CPC&ISIZEJ 
SLC • SMC•WAGEI361/ICPCIISilEI•lCSPHI 




OlKENSlON Y&l06,~), YC&l06), YAYC(l06), MR&~t21! MS&4t21, 
C IYFOR&53), IAYGRT(4), MAXRTl4), LPC(4), MOF~&41t MXC~(4), XOf(~), 
C N•l60), NWF(4,60), ~AGEC60J, SHFTO&lJ, SHFTCJ3J, AVGS0(4J, 
C ISINY(4), INYI4), IAMTNl~), NStlOe4t21t MINSHl4), lMlAl4), 
C LCOK8(4), KXCKt4), LXCMC~), MNCOMC~), KKCK&4,2J, VCSTPC&4,2), 
C NHRSll0,4,2J, MOJTPR&l0,4,2), IFOR&4,28), MlPHS(4J, 18GlNY(4), 
C BTYCPC(l0,4), 8MVCPCIZ7,Z), T8VCPC(4)f LYL(4t, ~NWF(4l60J, 
C NPOH&l0.~.21, MR4PUC(4,~,2.2), NS4P~ 4,4,2,21, NH4PUC 4,4,2,21, 
~ NSM(2,2Je NYRTSl4J, INWNWf(bO), 1TNWNW(6Q), KACHST(4,2J, 
C lf0Rll4J, 1FOR2(4), Nf8HRS&4,2J, IPOH(4,2), NWS(4,2), ITCl8SC2) 
COMMON ISIZE,I•EEKS,JWEEKS,KAXRT,IPOHR,NS1,NS2t1COM8,1AHTN,ICSPH, 
C TVC,IHRS,IRT,IAYGRTfTVRCINWftHWtKHRS,TVPl~tWAGE,AVGSDtLCOMB,NS, C KPOHR,MXPHS,CPC,NOU PR,N~28S,NPUHRS,NPOH,~4PUC,NS4PU~,NSSSt 
C CHRS,BTVCPC,NHRS,HINSH,KKCHe8HVCPC,LPOHR,HOUTPR,NH4PUC,~NHR~,NHR, C ISKIP,PF~VC 
lf&ISKIPI 779,77917790 
7790 IFCIHRS- 88) 779 ,7792,7793 7791 IPOHR a 62 
GO TO 822 
7792 IPDHR • 70 
GO TO 822 
7793 lf(IHRS- 104) 779~,7795,7796 
779~ IPOHR • 76 
GO TO 822 7795 IPOHR a 84 
GO TO 822 
7796 IPDHR • 90 
GO TO 822 
779 lf&IPOHR- 62) 78,78,79 
78 IHRS • 80 
CHRS • 80.0 GO TO 822 
79 IFtiPDHR- 761 80,80,81 
80 IHRS • 80 + ICIPDHR- 63)/8 + 1)•8 
CH~S • 80.o + 3.o•ci~Rs- 80tl2.o GO TO 822 
81 lHRS • 96 + lCIPOHR- 77)/8 + 1J•8 
CHRS • 96.0 + 3.0•(IHRS- 80)/2.0 + IIHRS- 96)/2.0 822 CAll PROOLC 
lHRSPC = IPOHR - CIPOHR/141•1~ lftiHRSPCl 83,83,84 
83 IHRP • liPOHR/14J•4 
GO TO 85 84 IHRP • (lPOHR/14)•~ + 4 
85 NC28S •llCIHRS-8-IHRPt•CIRT••2JJ/IAYGRTtiSIZEJ)•0.2 + IHRP• C ((((JRT••2J/IAVGRTCISIZEJJ•o.za + IRT/2) 
IF&ISKIPJ 855,855,856 
855 S~C • NC2BS•CPC&ISIZEJ 
SLC • SNC•WAGEl36)/(CPCliSIZEJ•ICSPHJ 
YHC • CIPOHR•JRT- CIAMTNCISllEI/2.01)•0.0025•CCPCCISIZE) + 1.00) 





C NWC60J, NWF&4,60t, WAGE&60J, SHFTOClJ, SHFTC&3J, AVGSO(~), 
C ISINVC~), INVl~J, IAMTN(~J, NS(lO,~e2J, MlNSH(4J, XMXA(~), 
C LCOHSC~J, KXCM&~I. LXCHC~), MNCOM(~J, KKCHC~,2), VCSTPCC~e2J, 
C ~HRS&lOt~t2J, MOUTPRC10,4e2Je IFORC~,28), MXPHS(~J, IBGINV(~), 
C STVCPCilO,~J, 8HVCPCC27,2J, T8WCPCI41, LVLI~J, NWNWF&~eoOJ, 
C NPDH&lO.~e2J, HR~PUC(4,4e2e2J, NS~PUC(~,~~2,2J 1 NH4PUC(~,~t2e2J, C NSM(2,2J. NVRTSI~), INWNWFC60J, ITNWNWC60 , MA~HSH~t2Jf 
C lfORU~J. IFOR2C4), Nf8HRSC'te2J, IPQoH~,21, NWSC~t2Jf I C28S&2J 
COMMON IS IZE, hiEEKS, JWEEKS tMAX~T t1 POHR, ~Sl1NSZ 1 I COMB, AMTNelCSPH, C TVC,JHRS,IRT,IAVGRT,TVRC,Nwf,NW,KHRS,TVPL~1 WA~E,AVGSO,Lf.OM8,NS, C KPOHR,MXPHS,CPC,NOUTPReNC28SthPOHRS,NPOHeMR4PUC,NS4PUC,NSSS, 
C CHRS,8TVCPC,NHRS,MINSH,KKCM,8MVCPC,LPDHR,MOUTPR,N~PUC,NNHRS,NHR, C lSKIP,PfNVC 
lfCISKIPJ 6601,6601,666 6601 IHRS • IPOHR + 10 
CHRS • 120.0 
lf&IHRS- 120J 66~t66~t661 661 JftiHRS- 144J 662,662,663 
662 lHRS • 120 + &CIHRS- 121)/8 + 11*8 
CHRS • 120.0 + 3.0*(1HRS- 120.0112.0 GO TO 665 
663 JHRS • 144 + &CIHRS- 1~51/8 + 11*8 
CH~S • 156.0 + 2.0*(1HRS- 1~~.01 
GO TO 665 
66ft IHRS • 120 665 CALL PROOlC 
666 NCZBS • CCllHRS-12J*CIRT**2JJ/JA~GRTCJSJZEJJ•o.z +~.O*CC&IRT**2J C /lAVGRTCISIZEJt•o.z + JRT/2J IFCISKIPJ 667,667,668 
667 SMC • NC28S*CPCtiSIZEJ 
SLC • SMC*WAGE(361/CCPCl1SfZEJ*ICSPHJ 
VHC • CJPDHR*IRT- (JAMTN( SllEJ/2,0JI•0.0025*CCPCCJSJZEJ + 1.001 TVC • SMC + SLC + VHC + TVPLC 668 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE NSHZER 






DIMENSION Ytl06,4), YC(l06), YAYC(l06), MRt4,21t MS&4,21, 
C IYFORl53), IA~GRTC~t, MAXRTl~), CPCC41t MOFF&4J, MXCP(~J, X0f(4), 
C ~-(60), NWF&4e601, WAGE(6Q), SHFJ0(3), SHFTCl3), A~GSOl~), 
C ISINVC~), INYC4), IAMJN(4), NS(lQ,4,2), MINSHl41, XMXA(~), 
C LCOMBl~J, KXCHC4), LXCMl41t HNCOHl41t KKCM&4,2)l VCSTPC&4,2), C NHRSll0,4,2), MOUTPRll0,4,2), lfORl~t28), MXPHS 4), 18GlNV(4), 
C 8TVCPCll0,4t, 8MVCPCl27,2), TSVCPC(~), lVll~), NWNWfl~tbO), 
C NPOHC10t~t21, MR4PUCl~t~t2t2), NS4PUCl4t4t2t2), NH4PUCl4t4t2t21t 
C NSHC2,21, NVRTSl4), INWNWf(60)! ITNWNWl~), MACHST(4,2)f 
C lfORlC41t IFOR2(~), Nf8HRSl4t21e IPOHl4,2), NWS(~t21t I C2BSl21 
COMMON ISIZE,IWEEKS,JWEEKS,MAXRTelPOHR,NSl,NS2eiCOM6,1AHTN,ICSPH, 
C TVC,IHRS,lRTeiAVGRT,T~RC,NWf,~.KHRS,TVPlC,WAGEeAVGSO,lCOM8,NSt 
: KPDHR,~XPHS,CPC,NOUTPR,NC28S,NPOHRS,NPOH,MR~PUC,NS~PUC,NSSS 1 C CHRS,BTVCPC,NHRS,MlNSH,KKCM,BH~CPC,lPOHR,MOUTPR,NH4PUC,NNHR),NHR, 
C ISKIP,PFNVC 
NWfCISilEe5ll = CIRT- 11/IAVGRTtiSILE) + 1 
00 124 JOB • ~.10 
NWFCISIZE,JOB) • NWfCISllEt51) 
12 4 CON Tl NUE 
DO 125 JOB • 18,24 
NWfliSIZEtJOBI a NWf(ISilE,5ll/2 + 1 
125 CONTINUE 
TVPLC s 0.0 
00 126 JOB : 4,10 
TVPLC z TVPLC + NWC5li*NWFCISilE,5li*CWAGEt5lt + AVGSO&NSSSII*CHRS 
126 CONTINUE 
00 127 JOB = 18,24 
TVPLC•TVPLC + NWtJOBl*NWFliSILE,JlBI*CWAGElJOBJ+ AVGSO&NSSSJI*CHRS 12 7 CONTINUE 
00 128 JOB • 11,17 
TVPLC • TYPLC + NWCJOBI*WAGE&JOBI*CHRS/4.0 
128 CONTINUE 






OUTPUT FROM A SIMULATION RUN 
75 
SALES FORECAST FOR wtEKS 29-- 1973 THROUGH 32 -- 1974 PAGE 
WEEK iS FuRE:CAST (CASES PER WEEK) 
1973 TOTAl SMALL MEDIUM LARbE XTkA LARGE 
29 ta 30 181698 27254 5Sd83 69319 26242 
31 ~ ~2 18)170 2b158 60099 70760 26153 
33 ~ 34 188083 28o1l 61039 7242.J 25950 
3S f. 36 1ij9 )05 2.ij393 61624 73659 25829 
37 ~ 38 1875«32 272~3 60016 74446 2.)827 
39 f. 40 182498 2bb45 )8905 73240 23708 
41 f. 42 176883 25779 57100 71130 22874 
43 f. lt4 111171 245d2 55746 68923 2.192.0 
45 f. 46 165994 23311 54666 672.10 20807 
4 7 ~ 48 160868 22475 53390 64771 2.0232 
49 f. 50 151t936 21379 51032. 62)5b 19969 
51 f. 52 150630 20483 50085 609i3 19139 
1974 
1 f. 2 145975 1981~ 49066 59143 17953 
3 ~ 4 litO 726 19133 46997 5b119 11817 
; f. 6 136 725 18374 46326 545o6 17459 
1 f. 8 131830 17827 lt4743 52316 16944 
9 f. 10 12807) 17662 43343 50139 16931 
11 f. 12 124636 17b86 401t39 lt8186 18325 
13 f. lit 126164 18121 39672 lt9189 19lij2 
15 r. 16 131892 19204 41781 50268 20639 
17 r. 18 139449 2016:t 44643 53041 21597 
19 r. 20 146665 21334 46838 55676 22817 
21 ~ 22 153 735 22474 48277 58977 24007 
23 ' 2" 158319 U.9o~ 50617 601t35 l't302 PAGE 2 
25 ' 26 166559 21t966 5~893 63139 25561 
27 ' 28 173514 2o41t9 55708 65736 25621 
29 & 30 181806 271t83 57909 69285 . 271~9 
31 ~ 12 185259 28391t ~9101t 70725 27036 
DURING SO~E WEEKS OF THE NEXT YEAR FORECASTS FOR SllE 2 EXCEEO THE MAXIMUM CAPACITY OF THE LINE. 
DURIN; SOME WEEKS OF THE NEXT YEAR FORECASTS FOK SllE 3 EXCEED THE MAXIMUM CAPACITY OF THE LINE. 
FROM THE OATA A~AilA8lE THE 8EST ~ETHOO TO E~PlOY DURING THE NEXT YEAR IS METHOD It WITH THE LOWEST RATIO Of MAXIMUM CAPACITY 
TO FORECAST Of 89.61 
76 
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE fOR wEEKS 31 AND 32 -- 1973 s• DEPARTMENTS 
BEST SCHEDULE 
TiE AVERAGE TOTAL COST PER CASE fOR THI~ SCHEUULE IS $ 1 •• 30 
FI~ST ~EEK Of THE 2-WEEK PERIOU 
WEEK t31 
DEPARTMENT 11 --- POWDER PACKAGING 
LINE SIZE SMALL MEDIUM 
MACHINE SETTING 4t20 •oe 
ORDINARY MACHINE OUTPUT RATE 300 375 
NUMBER JF WEEKLY SHIFTS 3 3 
NUM8ER OF OVERTIME SHIFTS 0 0 
NUMBER OF WORKERS NECESSARY PER LINE PER SHIFT 
JOB TITLE 
FOREMAN 
LINE SIZE SHALL MEDIUM 
MACHINE OPERATOR 1 1 
lAB TECHNIC IAN 1 1 
CARTON FEEDER 2 2 
INSERTER 4 • 
WE I GHT CHECKER 2 2 
PACKAGER 2 2 
DRIVER 2 2 
HELPER 2 2 




































HUMBER Of wEEKLY SHIFTS 
NUMBER )f O¥ERTIME SHIFTS 
OEPARTM~~T t2 --- POWDER FINISHING 
3 
2 










































OEPARTJI\ENT t3 --- • AR EHOUSE RECEIVING SHIPPING PAGE 5 
NUMBER Of WORKERS NECESSARY 
JOB TITLE f WEEKLY SHl fT S • OVERHME SHIfTS TOTAL/SHifT TOTAL 
FOREMAN l 2 2 6 
ORDER CLERK 3 2 2 6 
CHEJI\ICAL UNLOAOER J 0 3 9 
PALLETIZER OPERATOR 3 2 2 6 
FLOOR SCRUBBER 3 0 1 3 
PALLETIZER HELPER 3 2 1 21 
PALLET DtllVER 3 2 1 21 
PROOUC.TION DRIVER 3 2 1 21 
CREW DRIVER 3 0 
~elNING ~ 
NIGHT It 14 
WAREHOUSEMAN 3 0 
~AY 9 VENING 9 NIGHT 9 27 
CLEANER 3 0 
OAI l EV NlNG NIGHT 1 3 
TOWMOTOR REPAIRER 1 0 1 1 
PALLET REPAIRER 1 u 1 1 
SPECIAL SET-uP DRIVER 1 0 1 1 
TOTAL 140 
DEPARTMENT ~~ --· PROCESSING AND HANDLING Of SCRAP 
NUMBER Of •EEKLY SHIFTS 3 
~UMoER JF OVERTIME SHIFTS 0 APPROXIMATE t Of CASES TO BE SCRAPPED 43287 






















DEPARTMENT J5 --- SPECIAL CARTON LABELING 
OEP&RTMENT NOT IN OPERATION THIS •EEK 
NUMBER Of WEEKLY SHIFTS 
NUMBER Of OVERTIME SHIFTS 
OEPAATME~T t6 --- MISCELLANEOUS 
3 
2 
NUMBER Of WORKERS NECESSARY 
JQ8 Tl TLE 
SHIFT SUPERVISOR 
























DEPARTMENT 17 --- MANAGtMENT AND OffiCE 




















NIGHT 1 5 
KEYPUNC~ER 2 
OFFICE WORKER 25 
TOTAL 39 
• WORKERS NOW EMPLOYED 539 
TOTAL t WORKtRS NEEDED 610 
I WORKERS TO BE HIRED 71 
82 
SECOND ~ffK Of THE 2-WfEK PERIOO 
WEEK 132 
OEPARTHfNT 
LINE SIZE SHAll 
ftACHINE SETTING 180 
ORDINARY MACHINE OUTPUT RATE 150 
NUMBER OF WEEKLY SHIFTS 3 
NUMaER OF OVERTI HE SHIFTS 0 
11 ---
NUMBER OF WORKERS NECESSARY 
JOB fl TLE 
FOREMAN 
LINE SIZE SHALL 
MACHINE OPERATOR 1 
LAB TECHNIC UN 1 
CARTON F EEOER 1 
INSERTER 2 
































LARGt: EXTRA LARGE 
1 1 12 
1 1 12 
1 1 12 
2 2 24 
1 1 12 
1 1 12 
1 1 12 
1 1 12 
2 2 24 
TOTAL 135 
NUMBER OF WEEKlY SHifTS 
NUMBER 0~ UVERTIHE SHIFTS 
DEPARTMENT 12 --- POWOtR FlNl~HlN~ 
3 
6 
NUMBER Of WORKERS NECESSARY PER SHIFT 









































DEPARTMENT t3 --- ~AkEHOUSE RECf:IVING SHIPPING PAGE 12 
NUMBER OF WORKERS NECESSARY 
JOB TITLE I ~EEKL Y SHIFTS I UVtRTIME SHifTS TOTAL/SHifT TOTAL 
FOREftAN 3 6 2 6 
ORDER ClERK 3 6 2 6 
CHEMICAl U~LOAOER 3 0 3 9 
PALLETIZER OPERATOR 3 6 2 6 
FLOOR SCRUBBER 3 0 1 3 
PALLETIZER HELPER 3 6 4 12 
PALLET ORI'JER 3 6 4 12 
PRODUCTlu~ DRIVER l 6 4 12 
CREW DRliER 3 0 
OAY ~ EVEN AN G 
NIGHT 4 14 
WARE'iDUSEMAN 3 0 
DAY 9 
EVENING 9 
NIGHT 9 27 
CLEANER 3 0 
gAv 4 VENING 3 
NIGHT 3 10 
TOWHOTOR REPAIRER 1 0 1 1 
PALLET REPAIRER 1 0 1 1 
SPECIAL SET-UP DRIVER 1 0 1 1 
TOTAL 120 
DEPARTMENT t4 --- PROCESSING AND HANDLING Of SCRAP 
3 
PAGE 13 
~UMBER OF WEEKLY SHIFTS 
NUMBER Qf OVERTIME SHIFTS 0 APPROXIMATE I Of CASES TO BE SCRAPPEO 30066 





















NUMBER Of WEEKLY SHIFTS 
NUMBER OF OVERTIME SHIFTS 
DEPARTMENT t5 --- SPECIAL CARTON LABELING 
3 
0 
NUMBER Of WORKERS NECESSARY 







NUMBER OF WEEKLY SHIFTS 
NU~8ER Of OVERTIME SHIFTS 
OEPARTME~T 16 --- MISCELLANEOUS 
3 
6 
NUMBER Of WORKERS NECESSARY 
J08 Tl TLE 
SHIFT SUPERVISOR 








































DEPARTMENT t7 --- MANAGEMENT ANO OFFJ'E 
OA~ ~ORK ONLY EXCEPT FOR COMPUTER TECHNOLJGJSTS 























t WORKERS NOW EMPLOYEO 539 
TOTAl t WORKERS NEEDED ~67 
t WORKERS TO 8E ON LAVOFF 72 
88 
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE FOR WEEKS ll AND 32 -- 1973 BY DEPARTMENTS 
2ND BEST SCHEDULE 
THE AVERAGE TOTAL COST PER CASE FOR THIS SCHEDULE IS $ l.~o8 
FIRST WEEK Of THE 2-WEEK PERIOD 
WEEK Ill 
DEPARTMENT tl --- POWDER PACKAGING 
LINE SIZE SMAll MEDIUM 
MACiilNE SETTING 180 ~68 
~RDINARY MACHINE OUTPUT RATE 150 31S 
NUMBER Of •EEKLY SHIFTS 2 3 
NUMBER Of OVERTIME SHIFTS 0 0 
NUMBER Of WORKERS NECESSARY PER LINE PER SHIFT 
JOB TITLE 
fOREMAN 
LINE S ILE SMAll MEDIUM 
MACHINE OPERAT~ 1 1 
LAB TECHNICIAN 1 1 
CARTON fEEDER 1 2 
INSERTER 2 4 
WE I GHT CHECKER 1 2 
PACKAGER 1 2 
DRIVER 1 2 
HELPER 1 2 




































NUMBER OF ~EEKLY SHIFTS 
NUMBER Of OVERTIME SHIFTS 
OEPARJME~T 12 --- POWDER FINISHING 
l 
2 










































DEPARTMENT t3 - WAJI..EHOUSE RECEIVING SHIPPING PAGE 19 
NUMBER OF WORKERS NECESSARY 
JOB TITLE • WEEKLY SHIFTS • OVERTIME SHIfTS TOTAL/SHIFT TOTAL 
FOREMAN 3 2 2 6 
ORDER CLERI( 3 2 2 6 
CHEMICAL UNLOADER 3 0 3 9 
PALLETIZER OPERATOR 3 2 2 6 
FLOOR SCRUBBER 3 0 1 3 
PAllETilER HELPER l 2 6 17 
PAllET DRIVER 3 2 6 l1 
PRODUCTION DRIVER 3 2 6 17 
CREW DRIVER 3 0 
DAY ~ EVENING 
NIGHT It lit 
'"" EHOUSEMAN 3 0 
DAY 9 EVENING 9 NIGHT 9 27 
CLEANER 3 0 
DAY It EVENING l NIGHT 3 lD 
TOWNOTOR REPAIRER 1 0 1 1 
PAllET REPAIRER 1 0 1 1 
SPECIAL SET-UP DRIVER l 0 1 1 
TOTAL 135 
OEPART"ENT ~~ --- PAOCfSSING AND HANDLING Of SCRAP PAGE 20 
NU"BER Of WEEKLY SHifTS 3 
NUHdER Of O~ERTIHE SHIFTS 0 APPROXIMATE I Of CASES TO BE SCRAPPED 32907 






















NU~BER Of WEEKLY SHIFTS 
NUMBER Of OVERTIME SHIFTS 
DEPARTMENT 15 --- SPECIAL CARTON LABELING 
1 
0 








NUMBER OF WEEKLY SHIFTS 
NUMBER OF OVERTIME SHIFTS 
DEPARTMENT t6 --- MISCELLANEOUS 
3 
2 
NUMBER Of WORKERS NECESSARY 
JOB J I TLE 
SHIFT SUPERVISOR 
POWER PLANT OPERATOR 
ELECTRICIAN 
STOREROOM OPERATOR 





















DEPARTMENT 17 --- MANAGEMENT ANO OFFICE 
DAY WORK ONLY EXCEPT FOR COMPUTER TECHNOLJGISTS 
JOB Tl JLE 
PLAt-4T MANAGER 
CHIEf ENGINEER 
SAFETY ENGl NEER 














NIGHT 1 5 
KEYPUNCHER 2 
Off ICE WORKER 25 
TOTAL 39 
t WORKERS NO~ EMPLOYED 539 
TOTAL t WORKERS NEEDED 539 
94 
SEC~O ~EEK OF THE 2-WEEK PERIOD 
~EEK 132 
OEPARTMEtH 
LINE SIZE SMAll 
.. ACHINE SETTING lt20 
ORDINARY MACHINE OUTPUT RATE 300 
NU~BER OF .. EEKLY SHIFTS 3 
NUMBER OF OVERTIME SHIFTS 0 
jl ---
NUMBER OF WORKERS NECESSARY 
JOB TITlE 
FOREMAN 
LINE SIZE SMALL 
MACHINE OPERATOR 1 
LAB TECHNICIAN 1 
CARTON FEEDER 2 
INSERTER It 































LARGE EXTRA LARGE 
1 1 12 
1 1 12 
1 1 15 
2 2 30 
1 1 15 
1 1 15 
1 1 15 
1 1 15 
2 2 30 
TOTAL 162 
NUMBER Of WEEKLY SHIFTS 
NUMBER OF OVERTIME SHIFTS 
DEPARTMENT 12 --- POWDER FINISHING 
l 
b 










































DEPARTMENT 13 --- wAREHOUSt KECEIVING SHIPPlNG PAGE 26 
NUMBER OF WORKERS NECESSARY 
JOB TITLE t wEEKLY SHifTS 
' 
OVER TIME SHIFTS TOTAL/SHIFT TOTAL 
FORE .. AN 3 6 2 6 
ORDER CLERK 3 6 2 6 
CHEMICAL UNLOADER 3 0 3 9 
PALLETIZER OPERATOR 3 b 2 6 
FLOOR SCKUBBER 3 0 1 3 
PALLETIZER HELPER 3 b 5 15 
PALLET OR IV ER 3 Cl 5 15 
PRODUCTION DRIVER 3 6 5 15 
CREW llRIVER 3 0 
DAY 5 EVENING 5 
NhiHT It lit 
WAREHOUSEMAN 3 0 
DAY 9 
EVEN lNG 9 
NIGHT 9 27 
CLEA~ER 3 0 
OAY It 
EVENING 3 
NIGHT 3 10 
TOWMOTOR REPAIRER l 0 1 1 
PALLET REPAIRER l 0 l 1 
SPECIAL SET-UP DRIVER l 0 1 
TOTAL 129 
DEPARTMENT ~~ --- PRO,ESSI~ AND HANDLING Of S'RAP 
3 
PAGE 27 
NUMBER OF WEEKLY SHIFTS 




OR I VEil 
UTILITY 

















DEPARTMENT t5 --- SPECIAL CARTON LABELING 
DEPARTMENT NOT IN OPERATION THIS MEEK 
NUMBER aF WEEKLY SHIFTS 
NUMBER Of OVERTIME SHIFTS 
OEPAATME~T 16 --- MISCELLANEOUS 
3 
6 
NUMBER OF WORKERS NECESSARY 
JOB TITLE 
SHIFT SUPERVISOR 
























DEPARTMENT 17 --- MANAGEMENT AND OffiCE 
DAY WORK ONLY EXCEPT FOR COMPUTER TECHHOL~GlSTS 
























I WORKERS NOW EMPLOYED 539 
TOTAl I WORKERS HEfDED 511 
I WORKERS TO BE ON LAYOFF 28 
100 
